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When the mariner, sailing over tropic seas, looks for relief from his

weary watch, he turns his eyes toward the southern cross, burn-

ing luridly above the tempest-vexed ocean. As the midnight ap-

proaches, the southern cross begins to bend, the whirling worlds

change their places, and with starry finger-points the Almighty

marks the passage of time upon the dial of the universe, and though

no bell may beat the glad tidings, the lookout knows that the mid-

night is passing and that relief and rest are close at hand.

Let the people everywhere take heart of hope, for the cross is bend-

ing, the midnight is passing, and joy cometh with the morning.

— E. V. Debs, Statement to the Court
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PREFACE

I develop the principles governing the production of our universe’s primordial inhomogeneities

during its early phase of inflation. As a guiding thread I ask what physics during inflation

can lead to perturbations so large that they form black holes in sufficient abundance to be

the dark matter. Chapter 1 presents the simplest paradigm for inflation, a single canonical

field which slowly rolls, and shows that it cannot produce primordial black hole dark matter.

This thesis then proceeds by gradually relieving the assumptions in that simple model.

In Chapter 2, abridged from Refs. [1, 2], I use an effective field theory approach to

generalize the canonical single-field model to single-clock inflation, inflation with only one

dynamical degree of freedom. I present simple expressions for the power spectrum and

bispectrum of the perturbations when slow roll is only transiently violated. I show through

an example that they can be applied to the immense variety of models encompassed by the

effective field theory. Despite this diversity, forming primordial black holes in single-clock

inflation still requires violating slow roll.

In Chapter 3, abridged from Ref. [3], I present the prototypical single-field model which

does produce primordial black holes by violating slow-roll, a model known as ultra-slow roll.

Ultra-slow roll is an extreme scenario that also violates the assumption of an inflationary

attractor solution which underlies single-clock inflation. Because of this, its non-Gaussianity

violates a consistency relation and can amplify primordial black hole abundances, an effect

I compute for both ultra-slow roll and its realistic implementations.

Finally, I establish in Chapter 4, abridged from Ref. [4], the circumstances under which

primordial black holes can be produced from the fluctuations of an extra spectator field

during inflation. I focus on the Standard Model Higgs field and study its evolution from

its early stochastic phase, through its roll down its large-field instability, all the way to its

highly non-linear behavior during reheating.

Chapter 5 provides some brief concluding remarks.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Cosmic Microwave Puzzle

In 1964, Penzias and Wilson made the soothing discovery that we are bathed in a faint glow of

microwave light [5]. This radiation is made up of relic thermal photons, emitted everywhere

in space when our universe was hotter and denser than it is today. Once our universe cooled

enough for electrons and protons to form hydrogen, this light could travel largely unimpeded

all the way until it reached us today, stretched and diluted by the expansion of the universe to

a comfortable 2.7◦K. The discovery of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) confirmed

the Big Bang model and kickstarted cosmology as a physical science.

On further review though, the CMB exhibits the disconcerting feature that it is nearly

the same temperature in all directions. Isotropy is uncomfortable because the light we

receive from different directions was emitted from many different regions of space, and when

we extrapolate those regions backwards in time, we find they have never been in causal

contact with each other. Somehow our universe knows to be at nearly the same temperature

everywhere.

Even more unsettling is the nearly. The COBE satellite in 1992 measured 1 part in 105

anisotropies in the temperature of the CMB [6]. On the one hand, we should be grateful for

these small inhomogeneities in the universe at early times, because they seed the gravitational

instabilities which lead to the formation of galaxies and cosmologists at late times. However,

COBE found that the anisotropies are correlated across the many different causal horizons

from which the CMB radiation was emitted – regions of space which have seemingly never

talked to each other somehow know to have precisely correlated perturbations.

The WMAP and Planck satellites (see Fig. 1.1), along with many ground- and ballon-

based experiments, have confirmed and extended COBE’s discoveries, measuring the anisotropies
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Figure 1.1: The Planck spacecraft is the most recent to have observed the microwave back-
ground, shown here over half the sky. It has detected superhorizon fluctuations in that map,
sourced by the exponential expansion of our universe in its first instants, inflation. Montage
of European Space Agency images.

of the CMB temperature and polarization to exquisite precision and accuracy over a wide

range of scales. In Fourier space, the spectrum of the primordial curvature perturbations ζ

as a function of comoving scale k has been measured to be

∆2
ζ = As

(
k

k∗

)ns−1

, (1.1)

with the amplitude As ≃ (2.11 ± .03) × 10−9 and the tilt ns ≃ .966 ± .004 [7]. k∗ =

0.05 Mpc−1 is just a reference scale well measured by CMB experiments. A scale-invariant

power spectrum would have ns = 1, so beyond just the existence of superhorizon correlations

we now have strong evidence that they are not exactly scale invariant.
2



The study of how this primordial curvature spectrum is transformed into the observed

spectrum of temperature anisotropies has kept many people gainfully employed for decades

now, and has enabled cosmologists to use the CMB as a powerful probe of our universe’s

contents and history. For example, study of the anisotropies has provided incontrovertible

evidence for the existence of dark matter in our universe, to which we will return in §1.3.

This thesis will focus on the physics in the very early universe which explains the puzzling

superhorizon correlations. The answer falls under the paradigm of cosmic inflation, which

explains how seemingly acausal regions communicated, and what they communicated about.

Inflation posits new physics at the highest energy scales to explain the appearance of our

universe on the largest length scales, and therefore represents the ultimate unification of

particle physics and cosmology.

1.2 Cosmic Inflation

In an expanding universe the maximum comoving distance traveled by light since the begin-

ning of time is the causal horizon

η =

∫ a

0

d ln ã

ãH
, (1.2)

as a function of the scale factor a. H is the Hubble rate, and with the Friedmann equations

we can write the comoving Hubble radius (aH)−1 as

(aH)−1 ∝ a
1+3w

2 , (1.3)

where w is the equation of state of the universe. For a universe filled with radiation (w = 1/3)

or matter (w = 0), the comoving Hubble radius is always increasing and the causal horizon

is always dominated by the contribution from the last period of expansion.

We see correlations in the CMB emitted by two regions separated by a comoving distance

k−1 just today entering the comoving Hubble radius, and therefore kη becoming larger than

3



1 only recently. At decoupling they must have kη ≪ 1 and were therefore not causally

connected. This is the root of the horizon problem introduced in the previous section.

Cosmic inflation posits that prior to the radiation dominated epoch in our universe there

was a phase of exponential expansion: H ∼ constant, w ∼ −1, a ∝ eHt. During such a

phase the comoving Hubble radius (1.3) shrinks and the causal horizon (1.2) is dominated

by early time contributions. Regions which we would today calculate, neglecting inflation,

to have never been in contact, could in fact have been contained within the same comoving

Hubble radius early on. It is then not surprising that the radiation emitted by those regions

has a correlated temperature.

We shall soon see that an exponential expansion phase not only allows for distant regions

to have once been in contact, but also provides a mechanism to source the perturbations

themselves. This is the remarkable success of inflation, and the reason it has been the favored

paradigm since its development in the 1980s.

In this introduction we cover the most basic model of inflation, canonical single-field

slow roll. The rest of this thesis will then gradually relieve various assumptions of this model

and search for the general principles that govern inflation and how these general principles

translate to observations.

1.2.1 Canonical single-field slow roll

Scalar fields can easily accommodate the negative-pressure solutions needed to achieve w ∼

−1 and exponential expansion. The only scalar field in the Standard Model is the Higgs, and

we know enough about the Higgs to say that it is probably not the field driving inflation.

We will therefore extend the Standard Model with a new scalar field ϕ, minimally coupled

to gravity and with a canonical kinetic term, so that our action now has a component

Sϕ =

∫
d4x

√
−g
[
1

2
gµνϕ,µϕ,ν − V (ϕ)

]
. (1.4)

4



The field ϕ(x⃗, t) satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation,

□ϕ =
dV

dϕ
, (1.5)

which can be linearized into a background piece ϕ(t) and a perturbation δϕ(x⃗, t).

The evolution of the background is then determined by the equation of motion

ϕ̈+ 3Hϕ̇+
dV

dϕ
= 0, (1.6)

and the Friedmann equation

H2 =
1

3

[
1

2
ϕ̇2 + V (ϕ)

]
. (1.7)

Overdots in this chapter denote coordinate time derivatives, and we set MPl = 1 throughout.

We see that so long as the inflaton’s energy is dominated by a slowly varying potential, we

can have an inflationary solution. We define a slow roll parameter

ϵH ≡ −d lnH
dN

=
1

2

ϕ̇2

H2
, (1.8)

which should therefore be much less than unity. We will often use the e-folds of expansion

N ≡ ln a as a time variable during inflation.

We need inflation to last many e-folds (at least ∼ 60 based on the horizon size today),

and therefore we define a second slow-roll parameter,

ηH ≡ d ln ϵH
dN

, (1.9)

which should also be much less than 1.

When these assumptions hold, the second-order equation of motion for ϕ can be approx-

5
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�e
<latexit sha1_base64="Si9umocIN9K0LQ7ZJgeBet+poGU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Si9umocIN9K0LQ7ZJgeBet+poGU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Si9umocIN9K0LQ7ZJgeBet+poGU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Si9umocIN9K0LQ7ZJgeBet+poGU=">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</latexit>

reheatinginflation

✏H = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="1/35pYisbs2HGk372G1X95N5+rY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1/35pYisbs2HGk372G1X95N5+rY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1/35pYisbs2HGk372G1X95N5+rY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1/35pYisbs2HGk372G1X95N5+rY=">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</latexit>

�̇
<latexit sha1_base64="An1LSNgfN3T2kWwCdrX+UDsB290=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="An1LSNgfN3T2kWwCdrX+UDsB290=">AAAIUniclVVdb9s2FFXabnGybP163ItQI0ACBIHtBGiBokDRIlgeOqAzlo9BUgyKoiSiJKWQVBuPYP/EXtt/1Zf9lT3tyvaSiLTRToaFi3vOPeS5pMi0ZlTpweDvtTt37333/XpvY/OHrR9/uv/g4aNTVTUSkxNcsUqep0gRRgU50VQzcl5LgnjKyFn67nWLn70nUtFK/K6nNUk4KgTNKUYaUn/EWaXDuC7p5EF/sD+YPaEfDBdBP1g8bycP1w+gGDecCI0ZUioaDmqdGCQ1xYzYzbhRpEb4HSpIBKFAnKjEzGZsw23IZGFeSfgLHc6ytysM4kpNeQpMjnSpXKxNLsOiRufPEkNF3Wgi8HygvGGhrsLWfphRSbBmUwgQlhTmGuISSYQ1NGmzM4zSHMmpzDpWTCERtAtf2aVTWuqhW0/EPLl9e9qqRoKqco+TK4qrxKQoJWw55xYIy96aQaJoZhOeE5wypyPdGYqpon92F8soWM2SOLZzViHtpJDA0zKT3SymmnwDL2KtiXbxX6Q5bAtUt/uxW5hyCysiyAdccY5EZuICcWFNDC1sJGkbboqJiXkTi8Za63CVx71YzbXRKHHJ/WF/5FORT52somY2OljKjcu0ujLxnt3rH3h10nM5XulSei7HK11K3+V4hUvpuxxfu9xwbHom418QYK20haLREosFdObwK0W3enS4RAD/D4XnM4WwKzHu9i1u3xgxM/YGOy5XUI89KrkEakoKKgy5bGaHrEeZcQiEqxgpuhZBjBYCPkZXAy0kVuC1Bnzv5ufAGc1zb4HjHI5BE2typU1moYk3sb9BQMHfTV2Fi1FX42Kpyg3DwXjNrPl1MkchduA34r9KJuxHBzy6tNEwMUeX+x93YknydkvsAgcOdGhqe+SZEebWecFhI8mNTLxjYkZyvWOd/C58H7Qo9a4LRPOCyM0ni4LEwjU7dC9VPzgd7Q8h/u2w//LV4sLtBT8HT4KdYBg8DV4Gx8Hb4CTAAQ/+Cj4Fn9e/rP/TW+vdnVPvrC1qHgedp7f1L9nAEYo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="An1LSNgfN3T2kWwCdrX+UDsB290=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="An1LSNgfN3T2kWwCdrX+UDsB290=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="i6fe/dGQJPJxpLykvrpINYjoeJQ=">AAAITXiclVVdb9MwFM3GR7fxtcEjLxHVpE2aprabBBJCmkATewBpVOxDSrLKcZzEmuOktgMtlvcTeIV/xTM/hDeEcNqyNnYrIFWjq3vOPfa5duywIJiLVuv70vKNm7duN1ZW1+7cvXf/wfrGw1OelwyiE5iTnJ2HgCOCKToRWBB0XjAEspCgs/DyVYWffUCM45y+F8MCBRlIKI4xBKJK+UWKe+vN1m5r9Lh20J4ETWfyHPc2Gnt+lMMyQ1RAAjj32q1CBBIwgSFBas0vOSoAvAQJ8nRIQYZ4IEeTVe6mzkRunDP9p8IdZWcrJMg4H2ahZmZApNzEquQ8zCtF/CyQmBalQBSOB4pL4orcrZy7EWYICjLUAYAM67m6MAUMQKH7s1YbhosMsCGLalZkwoBuFxyouVOa66Fej+g4uTk7bV4Ainm6k6EBhnkgQxAiMp8zA+oVr8wAmpSjCY8JRpnRkfoM6ZDjT/XFklyvZooM2zHJgTBSgMJhGrF6FmKB/oHnkcpEtfgvwlhvC1BUW7FeGGZKrwhFH2GeZYBG0k9ARpX0dQtLhqqGy6Qn/az0aamUMrjc4l4s5iqvE5jkZrvZsanApvYWUSPl7c3l+mmYD6S/o3aae1Yds1x2F7pklsvuQpfMdtld4JLZLrvXLlcNm5ZJ/zXQWCWtdFFnjsVEd2b/L0UzPdqfIwD/Q+H5SMGtS3TrffOrNwREdq3BjtIF1COLivqaGqIEU4n65eh8tSgjDtLhIkYIrkUAwQnVH6OpASYSC/BCaHxn+jPgCMextcB+rI9B6Qs0EDJSuonT2N4gWsHeTXWFi05d42KuypRhYFlBlHzbG6M6NuA39E8loerKAA/7ymsH8rC/e7XlMxRXW2Jbc/SBrptaHXmyAzNlvPRhw9BUxt+SPkGx2FJGflt/HzhJxbYJeOMCz8wHk4JA6Wu2bV6qdnDa2W3r+N1+8+Dl5MJdcR47T5wtp+08dQ6cI+fYOXGgkzqfnS/O18a3xo/Gz8avMXV5aVLzyKk9K43fTuwRkw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i6fe/dGQJPJxpLykvrpINYjoeJQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i6fe/dGQJPJxpLykvrpINYjoeJQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i6fe/dGQJPJxpLykvrpINYjoeJQ=">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</latexit>

V (�)
<latexit sha1_base64="YQNUvWLkNSC0UgtwOrxc9Ae5UFA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YQNUvWLkNSC0UgtwOrxc9Ae5UFA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YQNUvWLkNSC0UgtwOrxc9Ae5UFA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YQNUvWLkNSC0UgtwOrxc9Ae5UFA=">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</latexit>

Figure 1.2: A typical inflationary potential. Observable scales cross the horizon early during
inflation at ϕi, and inflation proceeds until ϵH ∼ 1 at ϕe. Subsequently reheating occurs and
the inflaton transfers its energy to Standard Model particles. Courtesy of Héctor Ramírez.

imated by the first-order equation

ϕ̇ ≃ − 1

3H

dV

dϕ
, (1.10)

with the velocity of the field a function only of the field’s position along its potential. This

is known as the slow-roll attractor solution.

In Fig. 1.2, we show a cartoon depiction of the inflationary potential convenient for

visualization. Inflation occurs on a relatively flat region which supports slow-roll expansion.

Observable scales might cross the shrinking comoving Hubble radius and leave causal contact

at ϕi, while inflation proceeds until ϵH ∼ 1 at ϕe.

We then enter a new phase, reheating, which results in the transfer of the inflaton’s

energy into a Standard Model plasma to begin our universe’s radiation dominated phase.

Reheating is the most poorly understood aspect of inflationary theory, but it can usually be
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glossed over because cosmologically relevant perturbations are much larger than the comoving

Hubble radius at this time and thus reheating can only affect them in constrained ways.

So far we have managed to use single-field slow roll to explain why the CMB is isotropic:

everything we see today was once in causal contact early in inflation. Now we will show that

inflation can source the small and correlated anisotropies that we see in the sky.

1.2.2 Inflationary perturbations

Linearizing the Klein-Gordon equation (1.5) yields the evolution equation for the Fourier

mode δϕk of the linear perturbation,

δ̈ϕk + 3H ˙δϕk +
k2

a2
δϕk +

d2V

dϕ2
δϕk = 0. (1.11)

Here we have dropped perturbations to the metric, which are not important in slow roll in

the spatially flat gauge.

We can scale out the expansion by using the Mukhanov variable uk ≡ aδϕk and, to lowest

order in slow-roll, the equation of motion simplifies

d2uk
dη2

+

(
k2 − 2

η̃2

)
uk = 0, (1.12)

where η̃ is the positive decreasing conformal time remaining until the end of inflation,

η̃ ≡ ηend − η ∼ 1

aH
. (1.13)

In the subhorizon regime kη̃ ≫ 1, this equation looks like a harmonic oscillator which can

be quantized by identifying uk as the wavefunction a quantum operator ûk

ûk = ukâk + u∗kâ
†
k, (1.14)
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where âk and â
†
k are lowering and raising operators satisfying the usual commutation rela-

tion [âk, â
†
k] = 1. The wavefunction is normalized by imposing the canonical commutation

relation [ûk, dûk/dη] = i, yielding

uk(kη̃ → ∞) =
1√
2k
e−ikη̃ (1.15)

which is known as the Bunch-Davies initial condition. Eq. (1.12) classically evolves these

subhorizon quantum zero-point modes through horizon crossing, and in slow-roll this has an

analytic solution

uk(η̃) =
1√
2k

(
1− i

kη̃

)
e−ikη̃, (1.16)

leading to the late time (kη̃ → 0) field fluctuation

δϕk ≃ iH√
2k3

. (1.17)

This field fluctuation keeps evolving at late times as H evolves, and therefore it is conve-

nient to switch to a variable which is constant on superhorizon scales, like the curvature

perturbation on uniform density slices ζ1,

ζ = −δρ
ρ′

≃ −δϕ
ϕ′
, (1.18)

leading to a curvature power spectrum

∆2
ζ(k) =

k3|ζk|2

2π2
≃ H2

8π2ϵH

∣∣∣∣
kη̃=1

, (1.19)

which should be evaluated at horizon crossing and is then constant until the mode reenters

the horizon in the late universe.

1. Chapters 3 and 4 will cover in great detail scenarios in which ζ is not constant.
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This curvature power spectrum is precisely what is measured by the CMB in Eq. 1.1.

We see that the near scale-invariance of the measured power spectrum is a reflection of near-

constancy of H during inflation. Moreover, the small red-tilt of measured power spectrum

is a reflection of the fact that the slow-roll parameters are not exactly zero,

ns − 1 =
d ln∆2

ζ

d ln k
∼ −4ϵH − 2ηH . (1.20)

Now that we have identified the observed curvature power spectrum with the two-point

vacuum fluctuations of the scalar field, we expect that higher-point curvature correlators

encode information about the interactions of that field. In the canonical slow-roll model we

have constructed here, however, this a purely second-order effect, suppressed by additional

factors of ζ ∼ 10−5, and therefore unlikely to ever be observable.

However, in Chapter 2 we will generalize the action (1.4) by viewing ϕ as the Goldstone

boson of broken time-translation symmetries during inflation, and we will drop the assump-

tion of slow-roll. In this case, we will detail how to compute the three-point function and

show that it is a powerful tool to distinguish the types of interactions felt by the inflaton. In

Chapter 3, we will focus on a particular configuration, the squeezed-limit three-point func-

tion, which encodes the effect of a spatial dilation symmetry during inflation and which has

important observational consequences.

1.3 Primordial Black Hole Dark Matter

The superhorizon curvature perturbations which we have just computed eventually reenter

the horizon, and if they are large enough they can then collapse to primordial black holes

(PBHs). PBHs are interesting objects for many reasons, but in this thesis we focus on the

fact that in some mass ranges they can be the dark matter (DM).

The fractional energy-density in PBHs at formation time is related to the probability of
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the curvature lying above some threshold ζc,

β ≡ ρPBH
ρtot

= 2

∫ ∞

ζc
dζ

1√
2π∆ζ

e
−ζ2/(2∆2

ζ)

≃
√
2

π

∆ζ

ζc
e
−ζ2c /(2∆

2
ζ), (1.21)

where in the last equality we assume PBH formation is a rare event and thus ζc ≫ ∆ζ . The

threshold can be estimated from simulations to be O(1), which means achieving a sizable

abundance requires the power spectrum ∆2
ζ to grow relative to its small value at CMB scales

(1.1). We therefore usually want to produce PBH DM on very small physical scales, so that

there is more time during inflation for this to happen.

However, the mass of a PBH formed by spherical collapse is equal to the mass contained

in the horizon volume at collapse time,

MH =
4πρ

3H3
=

4π

H
, (1.22)

and thus smaller scale perturbations lead to smaller mass PBHs. If the PBH mass is too

small, the PBH DM will evaporate completely on cosmologically relevant timescales. The

lightest PBHs which do not evaporate before matter-radiation equality have mass [8]

M ∼ 10−21M⊙, (1.23)

which under some light assumptions can be shown to corresponds to physical scales which

crossed the horizon

NPBH −NCMB ∼ 40 (1.24)

e-folds after the CMB scales. To get the right DM abundance, the power spectrum at this
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scale has to be

∆ζ(kPBH) ∼ 10−2. (1.25)

In order to successfully produce PBH DM using inflationary perturbations, we therefore

require a ∼ 107 enhancement of the power spectrum relative to its value on CMB scales (1.1)

within ∼ 40 e-folds.

From the slow-roll expression for the power spectrum (1.19), this implies that the frac-

tional variation per e-fold of the first slow-roll ϵH

∣∣∣∣∆ ln ϵH
∆N

∣∣∣∣ ∼ 0.4, (1.26)

meaning that there is necessarily an O(1) violation of the slow-roll condition (1.9) if PBHs

are to make up the dark matter.

In fact the estimate here is a very conservative one, since such light PBHs would have

observable levels of gamma ray Hawking radiation emission. PBH DM models therefore

usually aim to produce PBHs in the ‘asteroid-mass’ window around 10−17 ∼ 10−12M⊙ [9],

and require a correspondingly larger slow-roll violation.

Therefore we now have a no-go theorem (originally due to Ref. [8]) for primordial black

hole production in canonical single-field slow-roll inflation. Any canonical single-field model

which produces primordial black holes in sufficient abundance to be the dark matter must

violate slow roll.

The course of this thesis will now be to use primordial black holes as a guide through

inflationary theory by gradually generalizing the assumptions made here.
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CHAPTER 2

SINGLE-CLOCK INFLATION

In this chapter, based on Refs. [1, 2], we develop the unified effective field theory (EFT) of

inflation, the most general form for the inflationary action which is consistent with unbroken

spatial diffeomorphisms and a preferred temporal coordinate that represents the inflationary

“clock.”

This framework encompasses a wide variety of inflationary models, and we develop a

complete formulation of the scalar power spectrum and bispectrum for the EFT in terms of

a set of simple one-dimensional integrals which remain valid even when slow-roll is transiently

violated. We show analytically that our expressions explicitly preserve the consistency rela-

tion between the power spectrum and the squeezed-limit bispectrum so long as the curvature

perturbation is conserved outside the horizon.

As an example application of our results, we compute the scalar power spectrum and

bispectrum in a model in which potential-driven G-inflation at early times transitions to

chaotic inflation at late times, showing that our expressions accurately track the power

spectrum and bispectrum when conventional slow-roll approximations fail.

Despite the freedom inherent in the single-clock EFT, producing primordial black hole

dark matter still generally requires violations of slow roll.

2.1 Effective Field Theory

In this section we derive the action for scalar metric perturbations up to cubic order in the

unified EFT of inflation. We begin in §2.1.1 by reviewing and generalizing the construction

of the Lagrangian of the EFT of inflation, which we then expand to cubic order in scalar

metric perturbations in §2.1.2. We rewrite this action to make the squeezed-limit consistency

relation manifest in §2.1.3. Finally, we study the structure of the EFT in the limits where
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it reduces to the Horndeski and beyond-Horndeski GLPV subclasses in §2.1.4.

In general, we find that the cubic action for scalar perturbations can be written in terms

of ten operators and manifestly leads to the squeezed-limit consistency relation during slow-

roll. In the Horndeski and GLPV limits, six of the ten operators are present.

2.1.1 Unified Lagrangian

The unified EFT of inflation was presented in Ref. [10] with the complete set of quadratic op-

erators that contribute to theories where the metric perturbations obey a second-order equa-

tion in both time and space and temporal components of the metric remain non-dynamical.

These restrictions ensure that the power spectra of scalar and tensor metric fluctuations

obey their usual form. We summarize here some of the essential features of that construc-

tion while extending it to include the complete set of cubic operators that contribute to the

bispectrum.

In the EFT construction, we seek the most general form for the action that is consistent

with unbroken spatial diffeomorphisms and a preferred temporal coordinate that represents

the inflationary clock. Using this preferred slicing, we decompose the metric into its 3 + 1

Arnowitt-Deser-Misner () form

ds2 = −N2 dt2 + hij(dx
i +N i dt)(dxj +N j dt), (2.1)

with the lapse N , the shift N i, and the spatial metric hij .

This metric and a unit timelike vector nµ orthogonal to constant t surfaces define the

spatial tensors that compose the EFT action. We construct an action invariant under spatial

diffeomorphisms out of a general scalar function of these quantities

S =

∫
d4xN

√
hL(N,Ki

j , R
i
j , t), (2.2)
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in which Kµν = nµ;ν + nνnµ;βn
β is the extrinsic curvature, Rij is the three-dimensional

Ricci tensor with trace R = Ri
i, and h is the determinant of the three-dimensional metric

hij . Semicolons here and throughout denote covariant derivatives with respect to the metric

gµν . Latin indices denote spatial coordinates, which are raised and lowered using hij . We

use the shorthand summation convention

Si...jTi...j ≡ δii
′
. . . δjj

′
Si...jTi′...j′ , (2.3)

for any two spatial tensors S and T .

We have not allowed additional spatial derivatives in Eq. (2.2) since they lead to equations

of motion that are beyond second-order in spatial derivatives. Thus we do not encompass

the spatially covariant gravity [11, 12] or the Hořava-Lifshitz theories [13, 14, 15]. We have

also not allowed the lapse or shift to be dynamical, and thus we do not encompass the full

set of degenerate higher order scalar tensor (DHOST)[16, 17] theories. For an extension of

the EFT to such models, see Ref. [18].

Next we perturb the action (2.2) around a spatially flat FLRW background,

[N ] = 1,
[
N i
]
= 0,

[
hij
]
= a2δij , (2.4)

on which the extrinsic and intrinsic curvature are

[
Ki

j

]
= Hδij ,

[
Ri

j

]
= 0, (2.5)

with H ≡ dln a/dt. Here and below the notation [. . .] denotes evaluation on the background.

In order to keep all terms that are at most cubic in metric perturbations, we expand

the Lagrangian to cubic order in the ADM variables around the background. We define the
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Taylor coefficients

[L] = C, (2.6)[
∂L

∂Xi
j

]
= CXδ

j
i ,[

∂2L

∂Xi
j∂Y

k
l

]
= CXY δ

j
i δ

l
k +

CX̄Ȳ

2
(δliδ

j
k + δikδ

jl),[
∂3L

∂Xi
j∂Y

k
l∂Z

m
n

]
= CXY Zδ

j
i δ

l
kδ

n
m

+
CX̄Ȳ Z

2
δnm(δliδ

j
k + δikδ

jl)

+
CXȲ Z̄

2
δ
j
i (δ

l
mδ

n
k + δmkδ

nl)

+
CX̄Y Z̄

2
δlk(δ

n
i δ

j
m + δimδ

jn)

+
CX̄Ȳ Z̄

8
(δ

j
kδ

l
mδ

n
i + δ

j
kδ

lnδmi

+ δjlδnk δmi + δjlδkmδ
n
i + δkmδ

l
iδ
nj

+ δnk δ
j
mδ

l
i + δikδ

njδlm + δikδ
j
mδ

nl),

where X,Y, Z ∈ {N,K,R} and the index structure is determined by the symmetry of the

background. We treat scalars and traces with the same notation, so that the tensor N i
j =

(N/3)δij . Thus CN̄X̄Y = CN̄X̄Ȳ = 0 for any X,Y . Otherwise, these coefficients are arbitrary

functions of time which are invariant under subscript permutation in the EFT; they take

different concrete forms in different specific inflationary models. Notationally, our CX̄Ȳ is
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equal to the C̃XY of Ref. [10]. Up to cubic order we can write

L =
1

3!

∑
X,Y,Z

(
CXY ZδXδY δZ + CXȲ Z̄δXδY

i
jδZ

j
i

+ CX̄Y Z̄δX
i
jδY δZ

j
i + CX̄Ȳ ZδX

i
jδY

j
iδZ

+ CX̄Ȳ Z̄δX
i
jδY

j
kδZ

k
i

)
+

1

2

∑
Y,Z

(
CY ZδY δZ + CȲ Z̄δY

i
jδZ

j
i

)
+ CN δN + CRδR +

CN
N

− CN , (2.7)

with the sums running through all variable permutations with replacement. We have followed

Ref. [10] in using integration by parts to eliminate the linear δK term up to a total derivative

term as well as in using the background equation of motion to simplify some of the terms

which are constant or linear in geometric quantities.

Finally, to ensure only second-order spatial derivatives in the equation of motion of

perturbations we impose

CK̄K̄ = −CKK , CK̄R̄ = −2CKR, CR̄R̄ = −8

3
CRR. (2.8)

This includes the Horndeski and GLPV classes.

2.1.2 Scalar Perturbations

We now restrict our attention to scalar metric perturbations and derive the quadratic and

cubic actions for their dynamical field, the curvature perturbation. For scalar perturbations

the ADM metric (2.1) takes the form

N = 1 + δN, Ni = ∂iψ, hij = a2e2ζδij , (2.9)
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where we have fixed the residual gauge freedom associated with spatial diffeomorphism in-

variance by taking a diagonal form for hij [19]. We call this choice unitary gauge.

In unitary gauge, the perturbed geometric quantities are

δKi
j =

1

1 + δN

[
δij

(
ζ̇ −HδN

)
+ a−2e−2ζ

(
δik∂kζ∂jψ

+ δik∂jζ∂kψ − δik∂k∂jψ − δijδ
ab∂aζ∂bψ

)]
,

δRi
j =− a−2e−2ζ

[
δik∂k∂jζ + δij∂

2ζ + δij(∂ζ)
2 − δik∂kζ∂jζ

]
. (2.10)

Overdots in this chapter denote coordinate time derivatives, and here and throughout (∂ζ)2 ≡

δab∂aζ∂bζ and ∂2ζ ≡ δab∂a∂bζ. Variation of the quadratic action with respect to the lapse

and shift yields the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints

δN = D1ζ̇ , ψ = D2ζ + a2D3χ, (2.11)

where χ is an auxiliary variable satisfying ∂2χ = ζ̇ and the parameters D1, D2, and D3 are

D1 =
2CKK

2HCKK − CNK
,

D2 =
4(CNR + CR −HCKR)

2HCKK − CNK
,

D3 =
3C2NK − 2CKK(2CN + CNN )

(2HCKK − CNK)2
. (2.12)

Since we are interested in the action to cubic order in perturbations, the lapse and shift

should a priori be expanded beyond linear order. However, direct computation shows that

the O(ζ2) lapse and shift parameters do not contribute to the cubic action. This is an

example of the general result that the O(ζ2) lapse and shift parameters multiply the order

O(ζ) constraint equations and therefore do not contribute to the cubic action [20, 21, 22].
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After eliminating the lapse and shift, the quadratic action for the curvature ζ becomes

S2 =

∫
d4x a3Q

[
ζ̇2 − c2s

a2
(∂ζ)2

]
, (2.13)

in which Q and c2s are

Q =
CKK

(
2CKK (2CN + CNN )− 3C2NK

)
(2HCKK − CNK)2

, (2.14)

c2s =
2

aQ

[
d

dt

(
a
2CKK(CNR + CR)− CKRCNK

2HCKK − CNK

)
− aCR

]
.

In terms of the bs parameter defined in Ref. [10], Q ≡ ϵHbs/c
2
s. The quadratic action

provides the linearized equation of motion

∂2ζ =
1

aQc2s

d

dt
(a3Qζ̇). (2.15)

We now plug in the perturbed geometric quantities (2.10) into the action (2.2) with the

Lagrangian (2.7), eliminating the lapse and shift using the constraint equations (2.11) and

retaining terms up to cubic order in ζ. We can also simplify the resulting action using

integration by parts. Spatial boundary terms will not contribute to the in-in bispectrum,

by momentum conservation, and will be omitted. Temporal boundary terms can contribute

significantly and therefore must be retained [23, 24].

Finally, we can also use the linear equation of motion (2.15) to eliminate ζ̈-type terms
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[25, 26, 27]. The resulting cubic action is

S3 = S
Boundary
3 +

∫
d3x dt

[
a3F1ζζ̇

2 + aF2ζ (∂ζ)
2 (2.16)

+ a3
F3
H
ζ̇3 + a3F4ζ̇∂aζ∂aχ+ a3F5∂

2ζ (∂χ)2

+
F6
H3a

ζ̇∂2ζ∂2ζ +
F7
H4a3

(∂a∂bζ)
2 ∂2ζ

+
F8
H4a3

∂2ζ∂2ζ∂2ζ +
F9
H3a

∂2ζ (∂a∂bζ) (∂a∂bχ)
]
,

in which F1 through F9 are dimensionless time-dependent functions presented in Ref. [1].

The temporal boundary terms are

S
Boundary
3 =

∫
d3x dt

d

dt

[
a3G1ζ̇

3 + a3G2ζζ̇
2

+ aG3ζ (∂ζ)
2 + a3G4ζ̇∂aζ∂aχ

+ aG5ζ̇ (∂ζ)
2 +

G6

a
(∂ζ)2 ∂2ζ

+ a3G7∂
2ζ (∂χ)2 + aG8∂aζ∂bζ∂a∂bχ

+ a3G9ζ̇ (∂a∂bχ)
2
]
, (2.17)

in which G1 through G9 are time-dependent functions.

The G3 and G6 terms contain no time-derivatives of the fields and therefore do not

contribute to bispectrum in the in-in formalism regardless of the behavior of their coefficients

[25, 28].

The remaining terms are suppressed relative to the usual a3ζ2ζ̇ boundary operator, which

shall appear later in our construction, by the presence either of spatial derivatives, which

yield relative factors of k/aH ≪ 1, or by the presence of additional factors of ζ̇, which is

suppressed outside the horizon. Therefore none of these terms contribute unless Gn grows

sufficiently quickly, so long as the boundary is taken when all modes are outside the horizon.

We restrict our attention to scenarios which satisfy these mild conditions on the EFT
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parameters and therefore we hereafter discard S
Boundary
3 entirely.

2.1.3 Cubic Action and Consistency Relation

We can use to our advantage our ability to reorganize the cubic action using integration by

parts and the equation of motion for ζ derived from the quadratic action. In particular, it

is well known that in inflation with a single dynamical degree of freedom and a curvature

perturbation which remains constant outside the horizon, the bispectrum in the squeezed

limit should satisfy the consistency relation [29, 30, 20, 31]

lim
kS→0

Bζ(kS , kL, kL)

Pζ(kS)Pζ(kL)
= −

d ln∆2
ζ(kL)

d ln kL
, (2.18)

where Bζ denotes the curvature bispectrum (see §2.2 for notation). Here the power spectrum

Pζ is related to the dimensionless power spectrum ∆2
ζ by

k3

2π2
Pζ ≡ ∆2

ζ ≃ H2

8π2Qc3s
, (2.19)

where here and below ≃ denotes a slow-roll relation. In the slow-roll approximation, the

local slope of the power spectrum is nearly constant and is called the tilt

d ln∆2
ζ

d ln k
≃ ns − 1 = (−2ϵH − q − 3σ), (2.20)

where q ≡ Q̇/(HQ), σ ≡ ċs/(Hcs).

We expect the consistency relation to hold here, but at first glance – or, in the language of

§2.2, when plugging in zeroth-order modefunctions – the squeezed-contributing interactions

ζζ̇2 and ζ(∂ζ)2 with their sources F1 and F2 are not obviously related to the tilt (2.20).

We can rewrite these terms in such a way as to make the consistency relation manifest by

generalizing the procedure in Refs. [32, 31].
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We first rewrite the squeezed-contributing action in terms of the quadratic Hamiltonian

density

H2 = a3Q

[
ζ̇2 +

c2s
a2

(∂ζ)2
]
, (2.21)

and the quadratic Lagrangian density

L2 = a3Q

[
ζ̇2 − c2s

a2
(∂ζ)2

]
, (2.22)

such that

Ssqueezed =

∫
d3x dt

ζ

2Q

[
(H2 + L2)F1

+ (H2 − L2)
F2
c2s

]
. (2.23)

Next we note that several terms can be grouped into a vanishing boundary term. For a

general function of time F ,

1

F

d

dt

(
FζH2

H

)
=

ζ̇

H
L2 − ζ(H2 + 2L2)− (q + σ)ζL2

+

(
Ḟ

HF
+ ϵH + σ

)
ζH2. (2.24)

Ref. [32] uses a similar relation with F = 1/c2s to simplify the action in k-inflation. Here

we generalize this grouping using

F =
1

2 + q + σ

(
2− F1

2Q
+

F2
2c2sQ

)
, (2.25)

such that the total ζL2 term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.24) corresponds to the ζL2

term in Eq. (2.23), plus an additional factor of 2ζL2.

Making this substitution and using the specific functional forms of F1 and F2, we find
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a significant cancellation among the ζH2 terms which results in the squeezed action taking

the form

Ssqueezed =

∫
dt d3x

[
ζ(H2 + 2L2)−

F

H
ζ̇L2 +

d

dt

(
F

H
ζH2

)]
. (2.26)

The boundary term here does not contribute to the bispectrum (see Ref. [32]), and

therefore we discard it. The ζ̇L2 term does not contribute to the squeezed limit. In order

to make the consistency relation more manifest, we undo the grouping by using Eq. (2.24)

with F = 1. We also use

2GζL2 =
d

dt
(Ga3Qζ2ζ̇)− Ġa3Qζ2ζ̇ , (2.27)

which holds for all functions of time G, and in particular we use it with G = ϵH+3σ/2+q/2.

After these substitutions and including the terms in Eq. (2.16) that do not contribute to

the squeezed limit, we obtain the cubic action for metric perturbations

S3 =

∫
d3x dt

[
a3Q

d

dt

(
ϵH +

3

2
σ +

q

2

)
ζ2ζ̇

− d

dt

[
a3Q

(
ϵH +

3

2
σ +

q

2

)
ζ2ζ̇

]
+ (σ + ϵH)ζ(H2 + 2L2) + (1− F )

ζ̇L2

H

+ a3
F3
H
ζ̇3 + a3F4ζ̇∂aζ∂aχ

+ a3F5∂
2ζ (∂χ)2 +

F6
H3a

ζ̇∂2ζ∂2ζ

+
F7
H4a3

∂2ζ (∂a∂bζ)
2 +

F8
H4a3

∂2ζ∂2ζ∂2ζ

+
F9
H3a

∂2ζ(∂a∂bζ)(∂a∂bχ)

]
. (2.28)

Refs. [32, 31] show explicitly in the context of more restricted inflationary models that

the boundary term yields the slow-roll squeezed-limit consistency relation, while the first
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term on the first line contributes to the squeezed-limit at higher order in slow-roll, as does

the first term on the third line (which can be seen by re-application of Eq. (2.24)). No other

term contributes to the squeezed limit at lowest order in slow-roll, and therefore we can

immediately see from Eq. (2.28) that the squeezed-limit consistency relation holds in the

unified EFT of inflation during slow-roll. In §2.2, we will show that the consistency relation

holds even beyond slow-roll.

While the cubic action (2.28) ensures the consistency relation holds in slow-roll, no as-

sumption of slow-roll has been made in its derivation.

2.1.4 Horndeski and GLPV Subclasses

Though we write the EFT directly in terms of the metric, the EFT can also be viewed

as a four-dimensional scalar-tensor theory by transforming out of unitary gauge using the

Stuckelburg trick [11, 33]. In this way, the EFT of inflation presented in §2.1.1 encompasses

a large space of fully covariant models. In this section, we study the structure of the cubic

action (2.28) derived in §2.1.3 in the Horndeski and GLPV model classes.

The Horndeski and GLPV classes are constructed to avoid the Ostrogradsky instability

[34, 35]. The Horndeski class [36] is the most general 4-dimensional scalar-tensor theory

with second-order equations of motion for the scalar field ϕ. The Horndeski class can be

broadened to include models which have higher than second-order equations of motion yet

due to a degeneracy condition do not propagate an Ostrogradsky mode. This is the beyond-

Horndeski GLPV class [37], of which the Horndeski class is a subset. The GLPV class is an

example of a DHOST theory [16]. While the GLPV model can be represented with an action

of the form (2.2), writing the other DHOST theories in our EFT would require generalizing

Eq. (2.2) to include time derivatives of the lapse function [17].

The cubic action (2.28) and the resultant bispectrum takes on a restricted form in the

Horndeski and GLPV classes. This restriction follows from the ADM representation of the
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action for Horndeski and GLPV models [38],

L = A2 + A3K + A4(K
2 −Ki

jK
j
i) +B4R

+ A5(K
3 − 3KKi

jK
j
i + 2Ki

jK
j
kK

k
i)

+B5(K
i
jR

j
i −

1
2KR). (2.29)

Here An(X,ϕ) and Bn(X,ϕ) are functions of the kinetic term X = ∇µϕ∇µϕ and field ϕ. In

the unitary gauge of ADM, ϕ → ϕ(t) and thus X = −ϕ̇2/N2, so these quantities may also

be considered as functions of N and t. In the GLPV class, these functions are completely

general, while in the Horndeski class they satisfy

A4 = 2XB4,X −B4,

A5 = −1

3
XB5,X . (2.30)

We then take the appropriate partial derivatives in Eq. (2.7) to get the various C variables

in the Horndeski and GLPV theories. We find

CN =− 2X(A2,X+ 3A3,XH + 6A4,XH
2+ 6A5,XH

3),

CR = B4 −
B5H

2
,

CNN = 6X
(
A2,X + 3A3,XH + 6A4,XH

2 + 6A5,XH
3
)

+ 4X2
(
A2,XX + 3A3,XXH + 6A4,XXH

2

+ 6A5,XXH
3
)
,

CK = A3 + 4A4H + 6A5H
2,

CKK = 2(A4 + 3A5H),

CNK =− 2
(
A3,X + 4A4,XH + 6A5,XH

2
)
X,
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CNR =− 2

(
B4,X −

B5,XH

2

)
X,

CKR =− B5

2
,

CNNN =− 24X
(
A2,X + 3A3,XH + 6A4,XH

2

+ 6A5,XH
3
)

− 36X2
(
A2,XX + 3A3,XXH + 6A4,XXH

2

+ 6A5,XXH
3
)

− 8X3
(
A2,XXX + 3A3,XXXH + 6A4,XXXH

2

+ 6A5,XXXH
3
)
,

CNNK = 6X
(
A3,X + 4A4,XH + 6A5,XH

2
)

+ 4X2
(
A3,XX + 4A4,XXH + 6A5,XXH

2
)
,

CNNR = 6X

(
B4,X −

B5,XH

2

)
+ 4X2

(
B4,XX −

B5,XXH

2

)
,

CNKK =− 4X(A4,X + 3A5,XH),

CNK̄K̄ = 4X(A4,X + 3A5,XH),

CNKR = XB5,X ,

CNK̄R̄ =− 2XB5,X ,

CKKK = 6A5,

CK̄K̄K =− 6A5,

CK̄K̄K̄ = 12A5, (2.31)

in which ,X ≡ d/dX and all other coefficients are either zero or determined by Eq. (2.8).

Using these coefficients, one can show that in the Horndeski and GLPV cases F6, F7, F8,

and F9 are identically zero using the expressions in Ref. [1]. Thus the cubic action reduces
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to

SGLPV
3 =

∫
d3x dt

[
a3Q

d

dt

(
ϵH +

3

2
σ +

q

2

)
ζ2ζ̇

− d

dt

[
a3Q

(
ϵH +

3

2
σ +

q

2

)
ζ2ζ̇

]
+ (σ + ϵH)ζ(H2 + 2L2) + (1− F )

ζ̇L2

H

+ a3
F3
H
ζ̇3 + a3F4ζ̇∂aζ∂aχ

+ a3F5∂
2ζ (∂χ)2

]
. (2.32)

It can also be shown that the F4 and F5 operators are suppressed by an additional

factor of slow-roll parameters relative to the other operators. This result was shown for the

Horndeski class in Ref. [39], and holds also for the GLPV class.

This is the same form of the action as shown in Refs. [26, 40, 41], after undoing our

grouping of the F1 and F2 terms. Our novel squeezed-action grouping of F1 and F2 also

confirms the result of Ref. [39] that the squeezed-limit consistency relation holds in slow-roll

in Horndeski models and corroborates the result in Ref. [42] that GLPV leads to no new

scalar bispectrum shapes relative to Horndeski. By writing it in this form we show that the

squeezed-limit consistency relation holds in GLPV models in slow-roll.

2.2 Power Spectrum and Bispectrum in Generalized Slow Roll

From our results so far, it is already clear that it is not much easier to produce PBH DM in

the single-clock EFT than in canonical single-field. The slow-roll power spectrum (2.19)

∆2
ζ ≃ H2

8π2Qc3s
, (2.33)
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will still have to grow by ∼ 107 in ∼ 40 e-folds, as shown in Chapter 1. Instead of implying a

large drop in the background ϵH as in canonical single field, this now implies a large change

in Qc3s, ∣∣∣∣d lnQc3sdN

∣∣∣∣ ∼ O(1). (2.34)

Depending on how this change is achieved in terms of EFT parameters, it is possible that

the background nonetheless proceeds in slow-roll. Regardless, slow-roll approximations for

the perturbations must be violated.

We now present in §2.2.1 the generalized slow-roll and in-in formalisms, which we use to

construct a complete integral formulation of the power spectrum and bispectrum resulting

from the EFT action derived in §2.1, valid when slow-roll is transiently violated. In §2.2.2,

we study the squeezed-limit of the bispectrum and show that the consistency relation holds

beyond slow-roll. We relegate the explicit forms for the components of some expressions to

the published version of this work, Ref. [1].

2.2.1 GSR and In-In Formalisms

The tree-level three-point correlation function in the in-in formalism is given by [32, 20, 43,

44]

⟨ζ̂k1(t∗)ζ̂k2(t∗)ζ̂k3(t∗)⟩ = 2Re

[
−i
∫ t∗

−∞(1+iϵ)
dt⟨ζ̂Ik1(t∗)ζ̂

I
k2
(t∗)ζ̂Ik3(t∗)HI(t)⟩

]
, (2.35)

with HI ≃ −
∫
d3xL3 at cubic order [45].

The field operators ζ̂I are in the interaction picture, which means their corresponding

modefunctions satisfy the free Hamiltonian’s equation of motion (2.15). ζ̂Ik is the Fourier

transform of the operator. We define the corresponding modefunctions ζk(t) as

ζ̂Ik(t) = ζk(t)â(k) + ζ∗k â
†(−k), (2.36)
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where the annihilation and creation operators satisfy

[â(k), â†(k′)] = (2π)3δ(k− k′) (2.37)

as usual. Using these relations the power spectrum can be evaluated from the modefunctions

at a time t∗ taken to be after all the relevant modes have left the horizon

⟨ζ̂Ik(t∗)ζ̂
I
k′(t∗)⟩ = (2π)3δ3(k + k′)|ζk(t∗)|2

≡ (2π)3δ3(k + k′)Pζ(k). (2.38)

Translational and rotational invariance requires that the three-point correlators be en-

capsulated in the bispectrum Bζ as

⟨ζ̂k1 ζ̂k2 ζ̂k3⟩ = (2π)3δ3(k1 + k2 + k3)Bζ(k1, k2, k3), (2.39)

in which we have suppressed the evaluation at t∗. The dimensionless parameter convention-

ally constrained by experiment is

fNL(k1, k2, k3) ≡
5

6

Bζ(k1, k2, k3)

Pζ(k1)Pζ(k2) + perm. . (2.40)

Here and throughout ‘+perm.’ denotes the two additional cyclic permutations of indices.

In order to evaluate the in-in integral (2.35) and compute Bζ(k1, k2, k3), we need to solve

the equation of motion (2.15) for the interaction picture modefunctions ζk(t). However,

beyond the slow-roll approximation, there is no general analytic solution to the equation of

motion. The generalized slow-roll approach is to solve the equation of motion iteratively

[32, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. It is convenient to express the modefunction in dimensionless form
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as

y ≡

√
k3

2π2
f

x
ζk, (2.41)

where

f ≡ 2πas
√

2Qcs, (2.42)

x = ks and the sound horizon

s ≡
∫ aend

a

dã

ã

cs
ãH

, (2.43)

with aend denoting the end of inflation.

The formal solution to Eq. (2.15) is

y(x) = y0(x)−
∫ ∞

x

dx̃

x̃2
g(ln s̃)y(x̃) Im [y∗0(x̃)y0(x)] , (2.44)

in which x̃ ≡ ks̃, g(ln s) ≡ (f ′′ − 3f ′)/f and ′ ≡ d/d ln s. The zeroth order solution with

Bunch-Davies initial conditions is

y0(x) =

(
1 +

i

x

)
eix. (2.45)

The first-order solution is obtained by plugging in the zeroth-order solution into the right

hand side of Eq. (2.44).

Every order in the GSR hierarchy of solutions is suppressed relative to the previous

order by the g factor, whose time integral is assumed to be small but whose value can evolve

and become transiently large unlike in the slow-roll approximation – we call such a case

“slow-roll suppressed”. When operators in the cubic action are also slow-roll suppressed, as

is the case for the ζ2ζ̇ and ζ(H2 + 2L2) terms, it suffices to use the zeroth-order solution

for the modefunctions in computing the bispectrum to first-order in slow-roll parameters.

Operators with general EFT coefficients, however, are not necessarily slow-roll suppressed

and therefore the first-order modefunction solution must be used in order to maintain a
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consistent first-order solution.

In the GSR formalism, the power spectrum to first-order in slow-roll parameters is [51, 10]

ln∆2
ζ = G(ln s∗) +

∫ ∞

s∗

ds

s
W (ks)G′(ln s), (2.46)

with the power spectrum window function

W (u) =
3 sin(2u)

2u3
− 3 cos(2u)

u2
− 3 sin(2u)

2u
, (2.47)

the power spectrum source

G = −2 ln f +
2

3
(ln f)′, (2.48)

and s∗ the sound horizon corresponding to the superhorizon time t∗.

The first-order bispectrum result follows the same schematic form as the first-order power

spectrum result: a windowed integral over a source. Each operator i in the cubic action

contributes a set of sources and windows to the bispectrum which are indexed by j according

to their asymptotic scalings at x≪ 1 and x≫ 1. Thus we denote these sources and windows

as Sij , Wij .

At zeroth-order in GSR modefunctions, the bispectrum integrals depend only on the

triangle perimeter K ≡ k1+ k2+ k3, and all shape dependence is held outside the integrand

by corresponding k-weights Tij . The integrals take the form

Iij(K) = Sij(ln s∗)Wij(Ks∗) +
∫ ∞

s∗

ds

s
S′ij(ln s)Wij(Ks). (2.49)

At first-order in the GSR modefunctions, each operator yields a shape-dependent bound-

ary contribution resulting from the removal of certain nested integrals using integration

by parts [32]. These contributions are of the form [TiBIiB(2k3) + perm.]. Together, the

perimeter-dependent and shape-dependent integrals enable computation of the complete
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bispectrum of the effective field theory of inflation to first-order in slow-roll parameters,

Bζ(k1, k2, k3) =
(2π)4

4

∆ζ(k1)∆ζ(k2)∆ζ(k3)

k21k
2
2k

2
3

(2.50)

×
{∑

ij

TijIij(K) +
9∑

i=2

[TiBIiB(2k3) + perm.]
}
.

We provide the sources, windows, and k-weights that each operator in the cubic action

contributes to this expression in the full published version of this work, Ref. [1]. In Tab. 2.1,

we give summary information for each operator. The following section focuses on establishing

the squeezed-limit consistency relation beyond slow-roll from these results.

2.2.2 Consistency Relation

In §2.1.3, we argued from the cubic action that the squeezed-limit consistency relation (2.18)

holds during slow-roll inflation. Now that we have the complete integral forms of the bispec-

trum to first-order in slow-roll parameters, we can examine the squeezed-limit consistency

relation in more detail, in particular focusing on its form beyond slow-roll.

We first confirm our expectation from §2.1.3 that only the i = 0 and i = 1 operators

contribute in the squeezed-limit. In the published version of this work, Ref. [1], we show

from the full expressions for GSR sources, windows, and weights that in the squeezed-limit

xL/xS ≫ 1, xS ≪ 1, we have

9∑
i=2

[∑
j

TijIij + [TiBIiB(2k3) + perm.]
]
= 0, (2.51)

and therefore the operators i = 2 to 9 have no net squeezed contribution.

As for the i = 0 and i = 1 operators, only I01, I02, I11, and I12 contribute to squeezed

triangles as kL/kS . We can then generalize a calculation from Ref. [32] to show that the

consistency relation holds even beyond slow-roll. The GSR expression for the squeezed
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i Operator Source Squeezed GLPV

0 ζ2ζ̇
2ϵH + 3σ + q

2f
yes Supp.

1 ζ(H2 + 2L2)
σ + ϵH
f

yes Supp.

2 ζ̇L2
cs
aHs

F − 1

f
no Free

3 ζ̇3 − 1

Q

cs
aHs

F3
f

no Free

4 ζ̇(∂ζ)∂χ − 1

2Q

F4
f

no Supp.

5 ∂2ζ(∂χ)2
1

Q

F5
f

no Supp.

6 ζ̇∂2ζ∂2ζ
1

Qc4s

( cs
aHs

)3F6
f

no –

7 (∂a∂bζ)
2∂2ζ

1

Qc6s

( cs
aHs

)4F7
f

no –

8 (∂2ζ)(∂2ζ)(∂2ζ)
1

Qc6s

( cs
aHs

)4F8
f

no –

9 (∂2ζ)(∂a∂bζ)(∂a∂bχ)
1

Qc4s

( cs
aHs

)3F9
f

no –

Table 2.1: GSR bispectrum operators, sources, whether they contribute to the squeezed-
limit, and their status in the GLPV class and its subset the Horndeski class. “Supp.” denotes
an operator which is slow-roll suppressed, while “Free” an operator which is not. The i = 6,
i = 7, i = 8, and i = 9 operators are identically zero in the GLPV and Horndeski classes.

bispectrum is

12

5
f

squeezed
NL = lim

kS→0

1

∆(kS)

[
−2I01(2kL) + 4I02(2kL) + 2I11(2kL)− 2I12(2kL)

]
. (2.52)

To leading order we can substitute 1/∆(kS) → f∗, resulting in

12

5
fNL ≈− 2

f ′

f

∣∣∣
s∗

+ f∗

∫ ∞

s∗

ds

s

[(
ϵH
f

)′
Wϵ(kLs) (2.53)

+

(
σ

f

)′
Wσ(kLs) +

(
q

f

)′
Wq(kLs)

]
,
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where

Wϵ(x) =
1

x
sin(2x),

Wσ(x) =
2

x
sin(2x)− cos(2x),

Wq(x) =
1

x
sin(2x)− cos(2x), (2.54)

and we have evaluated the boundary term during slow-roll as

(2ϵH + 3σ + q)|s∗ ≃ −2
f ′

f

∣∣∣
s∗
. (2.55)

We need to compare this GSR expression for the squeezed bispectrum to the GSR ex-

pression for the tilt of the power spectrum [52],

d ln∆2
ζ

d ln k

∣∣∣
kL

=

∫ ∞

s∗

ds

s
W ′(kLs)G

′(ln s) (2.56)

= 2
f ′

f

∣∣∣
s∗

+

∫ ∞

s∗

ds

s

(
f ′

f

)′
Wn(kLs),

where

Wn(x) = −2 cos(2x) +
2

x
sin(2x). (2.57)

We see immediately from comparing the boundary terms in Eqs. (2.53) and (2.56) that

the squeezed limit consistency relation holds in slow-roll. The integral contributions become

significant during slow-roll violations. For a sharp feature at kLs ≫ 1, the parameters with

the highest numbers of derivatives dominate and

(
f ′

f

)′
≈ f ′′

f
≈ −f∗

2

(
σ + q

f

)′
, (2.58)

which, when combined with the windows in the desired limit, establishes consistency beyond
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slow-roll between Eqs. (2.53) and (2.56).

We have made two assumptions in deriving the consistency relation beyond slow-roll.

First, we have assumed that the net change in the power spectrum between two different

scales is slow-roll suppressed and thus that we can send 1/∆(kS) to f∗. Implicitly this re-

quires that any slow-roll violation is highly transient so that the integrated effect of transient

violations remains small. Therefore second, we assume that the sources of slow-roll violation

are sharp in their temporal structure using Eq. (2.58). The inflationary model we consider

in the following section can violate these approximations by allowing large changes in the

power spectrum outside the well observed regime. Nonetheless, we expect that the consis-

tency relation when computed exactly holds in general as long as ζ freezes out after horizon

crossing.

2.3 Worked Example: Transient G-Inflation

In this section, we illustrate the calculation of the scalar bispectrum in our general formalism

for the unified EFT of inflation with a specific model with cubic galileon interactions in which

slow-roll is transiently violated. This model is not constructed to form PBH DM, which we

shall instead do in the following chapter, but rather to achieve a specific tensor-to-scalar

ratio and resolve certain reheating instabilities. We briefly review this transient G-inflation

model and its power spectrum in §2.3.1 and present its bispectrum in §2.3.2.

2.3.1 Scalar Power Spectra

The transient G-inflation model is presented in detail along with its scalar and tensor power

spectra in Ref. [2]. We briefly review it here.

We assume that the Lagrangian density takes the form

L = −X/2− V (ϕ) + f3(ϕ)
X

2
□ϕ+

R

2
, (2.59)
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with the chaotic inflation potential V (ϕ) = m2ϕ2/2. In Ref. [53], this model is considered

with a constant f3 = −M−3. The constant f3 model suffers from two problems: for the

measured value of the scalar tilt ns, it predicts too large a tensor-to-scalar ratio r; and for

some values of m and M the inflaton has a gradient instability c2s < 0 during reheating

whose resolution would lie beyond the scope of the perturbative EFT.

Transient G-inflation shuts off the G-inflation term before the end of inflation by using

a tanh step-like feature in f3

f3(ϕ) = −M−3
[
1 + tanh

(
ϕ− ϕr
d

)]
. (2.60)

Prior to the step, the inflaton is in a G-inflation regime, while after the step, the inflaton

follows the slow-roll attractor solution of chaotic inflation. Because the f3X□ϕ term in the

Lagrangian becomes negligible after the step, the gradient instability at the end of inflation

is avoided. By having the transition start just as the CMB scale exits the horizon, the tilt

ns is decoupled from the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and therefore the model can be consistent

with observations, as seen in Fig. 2.1.

We consider two parameter sets for the transient G-inflation model, a ‘large-step’ model

and a ‘small-step’ model. The large-step model is the fiducial model of Ref. [2]. The inflaton

mass scale m = 2.58× 10−6 is chosen to satisfy the Planck 2015 TT+lowP power spectrum

amplitude. The Galileon mass scale M = 1.303 × 10−4 suppresses the tensor amplitude

relative to the scalar amplitude when the CMB mode kCMB = 0.05Mpc−1 exits the horizon

55 e-folds before the end of inflation. The remaining parameters ϕr = 13.87 and d =

0.086 control the step and are chosen such that the tilt and running satisfy observational

constraints.

The small-step model is chosen by the same procedure, save for the parameter M which

is selected for a larger tensor amplitude. The other parameters are adjusted to keep the tilt

and amplitude of the power spectrum fixed. The resultant parameter set is {m,M, ϕr, d} =
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Figure 2.1: Planck and BICEP-Keck constraints in the (ns, r) plane along with the range of
predictions from canonical chaotic inflation (black points), G-inflation (green lines), and the
transient G-inflation ‘step’ model (orange line and stars). The black star is the ‘large-step’
model of this work.

{6.50 × 10−6, 48.25 × 10−4, 14.67, 0.021}. In this model, the power spectrum evolution

before and after the step is much smaller as inflation is never in a fully G-inflation dominated

phase, and thus we are closer to the regime of validity of the argument in §2.2.2.

In both models, slow-roll is transiently violated as the inflaton traverses the step, and

thus the GSR formalism should be used in place of the traditional slow-roll approach for

power spectrum and bispectrum observables. We show the GSR power spectra for these

models in Fig. 2.2. In the small-step model, the deviations from scale invariance are small

in amplitude but rapidly varying in k (see inset). In the large-step model, they are large in

amplitude but smoother in scale. We shall see next that these properties also apply to the

bispectrum.
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Figure 2.2: The GSR power spectra for the transient G-inflation models we consider. In
the small step model, the transition has a small amplitude but rapid variation whereas in
the large step model, it has a large amplitude and slow variation. For comparison to exact
solutions of the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation, see Ref. [2].

2.3.2 GSR Bispectrum

We now compute the bispectrum for the transient G-inflation models of §2.3.1 using the

GSR formulas from §2.2.

We begin by computing the squeezed bispectrum, where the consistency relation allows

us to check our computations by comparing the bispectrum result in the squeezed limit to the

slope of the GSR power spectrum using Eq. (2.18). We choose to fix the ratio kS/kL = 10−2.

From the analytic analysis in §2.2.2, we know that the only operators which contribute to

the squeezed limit are the i = 0 and i = 1 operators, and their sources are manifestly related

to the local slope of the power spectrum. Thus we expect these operators to enforce the

consistency relation.

The accuracy of the GSR approximation in the squeezed-limit for the small-step case

is shown in Fig 2.3. The GSR bispectrum result closely tracks the consistency relation

result before, during, and after the step in the power spectrum. Slow-roll violations during

the transition appear as sharp features in the sources which, when integrated against the
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Figure 2.3: Squeezed bispectrum for small-step transient G-inflation. We see excellent agree-
ment between the GSR bispectrum and the consistency relation curve, though with a slight
amplitude error. By applying a simple correction to account for modefunction evolution
outside the horizon, we can eliminate this error completely.

windows, induce oscillatory features in the squeezed bispectrum and in the tilt of the power

spectrum.

While the GSR bispectrum calculation and the power spectrum based consistency rela-

tion expectation agree on the period and phase of these features, there is a small amplitude

difference between the curves before, during, and after the transition. This error occurs

because the bispectrum and power spectrum are calculated to first-order in slow-roll sup-

pressed quantities. In particular the consistency relation check of §2.2.2 ignores corrections

due to the evolution in f which would be picked up in the next order of the GSR iteration.

Since there is some slow-roll suppressed evolution in f between the epochs when kS and kL

freeze out, or equivalently in the power spectra at the two scales, a correspondingly small

error is induced in the bispectrum.

In this case, where the change in the power spectrum between kS and kL is insignificant,

this error is minor. Nonetheless, in the upcoming large-step example the power spectrum will

significantly evolve across freeze-out epochs and this error will become large. In Refs. [32, 52],
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it is shown that next-order terms in the GSR hierarchy provide a correction factor

R0 = 1 +
ns − 1

2
ln

(
kS
kL

)
, (2.61)

assuming that the squeezed bispectrum integrals receive most of their contributions at hori-

zon crossing for kL.

This correction multiplies the zeroth-order bispectrum contributions from the i = 0

and i = 1 terms and corrects for the leading-order integrated evolution of f . Since in the

following example the power spectrum evolution will be large, we generalize this correction

to the non-leading integrated evolution of f by choosing.

R = ∆(kS)/∆(kL). (2.62)

We show in Fig. 2.3 that this correction eliminates the small amplitude error, improving

the consistency between the squeezed bispectrum and the derivative of the power spectrum.

This correction does not impact triangle shapes where all three modes are comparable in

scale. For a formulation of GSR which avoids this type of error by maintaining order-by-order

modefunction freeze-out, see Ref. [54].

We show in Fig. 2.4 the squeezed bispectrum for the large-step model. In the large-step

model, the i = 0 and i = 1 sources are much wider than in the small-step case and thus

the bispectrum appears as a single peak rather than an oscillatory function. In addition, for

this choice of model parameters the power spectrum evolution is large and thus the GSR

squeezed bispectrum makes a significant error across the step. Nonetheless, correcting the

bispectrum for the integrated evolution f between kS and kL with Eq. (2.62) succeeds in

explaining most of this discrepancy.

The residual errors in Fig. 2.4 at the peak of the squeezed bispectrum can be understood

as a reflection of other iterative corrections in the GSR hierarchy, modes which converge only
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Figure 2.4: Squeezed bispectrum for large-step transient G-inflation. Despite the large
evolution of the power spectrum in this model, the corrected GSR bispectrum tracks closely
the consistency relation. The discrepancy between the corrected bispectrum result and the
consistency relation at the peak indicates that the next-order term in the GSR hierarchy
becomes important there.

slowly in this large-step case. These terms are associated with the dynamics of the kL modes

and similar corrections are required for the power spectrum as well. In fact, it is explicitly

shown in Ref. [2] that the g terms in the power spectrum expansion reach order unity during

the transition, which explains why higher order GSR contributions are necessary to ensure

the consistency relation holds at the bispectrum peak.

We next turn to the equilateral bispectrum. Only the i = 2 and i = 3 operators yield con-

tributions which are not slow-roll suppressed (see Tab. 2.1). In the slow-roll approximation

one would take their sources to be constant in Eq. (2.50) and obtain

f
lead; equil.
NL ≃ 35

108
(1− F )SR +

5

81

(
F3
Q

)
SR

, (2.63)

in which the “SR” subscript denotes that the functions should be expanded to zeroth order

in slow-roll. This can be shown to agree analytically with the result for the leading-order

equilateral bispectrum in the literature for Horndeski models, Eq. (97) of Ref. [39]. In the

specific case of transient G-inflation, Eq. (2.63) takes the form
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Figure 2.5: Equilateral bispectrum for small-step transient G-inflation. For this set of pa-
rameters, |f3| ≪ 1 and thus the leading-order slow-roll contribution Eq. (2.64) remains
nearly 0. The next-to-leading order SR contribution, Eq. (100) of Ref. [39], dominates, and
agrees with the GSR computation before and after the step. During the transition, the SR
hierarchy is violated and the SR expression fails to accurately track the GSR bispectrum.

f
SR,equil.
NL ≃

5f23H
2ϕ̇2

(
17 + 94f3Hϕ̇− 17f3,ϕϕ̇

2
)

81
(
1 + 4f3Hϕ̇− f3,ϕϕ̇

2
)2 (

1 + 6f3Hϕ̇− f3,ϕϕ̇
2
) , (2.64)

in which ,ϕ ≡ d/dϕ.

When |f3| is large, as in pure G-inflation, the leading-order equilateral bispectrum dom-

inates over slow-roll suppressed terms and leads to a larger bispectrum than in canonical

inflation. However, when |f3| is small, as occurs in the small step model and after the tran-

sition in the wide step model, the leading order contribution to the equilateral bispectrum

is subdominant to the slow-roll suppressed contributions from the i = 0 and i = 1 operators.

For this case, Ref. [39] computes a next-to-leading order contribution to the bispectrum,

which results from considering the contributions from slow-roll suppressed operators, the

next-order in slow-roll contributions from the i = 2 and i = 3 operators, as well as SR

corrections to the modefunctions.
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Figure 2.6: Equilateral bispectrum for large-step transient G-inflation. In this case the
leading-order SR contribution Eq. (2.64) dominates prior to the transition where |f3| ≫ 1.
After the transition, the leading-order SR contribution goes to zero while the next-to-leading
order terms in Eq. (100) of Ref. [39] come to dominate. The GSR result again agrees with
the SR results before and after the transition, while the SR result shows an erroneous double-
peak feature during the transition. Despite the enhancement due to the slow-roll violation,
|fequil.NL | < 1 at all times.

In Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6, we compare the total equilateral bispectrum in GSR with the

leading-order slow-roll expression (2.64) as well as Eqs. (97) and (100) of Ref. [39], formulas

which include the next-to-leading order contributions.

In the small-step case, inflation before and after the transition is nearly canonical and

thus the equilateral bispectrum is dominated by the i = 0 operator. At the transition the

i = 1, i = 2, and i = 3 operators contribute, while the i = 4 and i = 5 operators remain

subdominant throughout. As expected, the leading-order slow-roll bispectrum is subdomi-

nant throughout while the slow-roll formula including the next-to-leading order contributions

agrees well with GSR before and after the transition. However, during the transition it dis-

plays radically different behavior from the GSR curve and fails to reproduce the oscillatory

equilateral bispectrum resulting from the sharp sources.

In the large-step case, inflation before the step is in a G-inflation dominated phase.

During this phase, the i = 2 and i = 3 operators dominate the equilateral bispectrum. In
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the G-inflation dominated limit, f3 → −∞, the leading-order contribution in slow-roll to

the equilateral bispectrum (2.64) approaches 235/3888 ∼ 0.06. The slow-roll suppressed

contribution only yields a small adjustment to this value. This is significantly smaller than

might be expected from the k-inflation scaling, for example in DBI inflation fequil.
NL ≃ 35

108(1−

1/c2s), which with the G-inflation c2s ≃ 2/3 yields fequil.
NL ≃ −0.16. Note also the difference

in sign.

After the transition, f3 → 0 and the leading-order contribution goes to zero while next-to-

leading order contributions become important. Once more, while the leading-order and next-

to-leading order SR formulas can accurately track the GSR bispectrum when the usual slow-

roll hierarchy is maintained, they fail during the transition when this hierarchy is violated. In

particular, the next-to-leading order SR formula predicts an erroneous double peak structure

in the equilateral bispectrum.

2.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we developed an effective field theory approach for the study of the power

spectrum and bispectrum in single-clock inflation beyond the usual slow-roll approximation.

This approach begins with the most general action which breaks temporal diffeomorphisms

but preserves spatial diffeomorphisms. In addition we require that the scalar degree of

freedom obeys a standard dispersion relation at leading order so that power spectra behave

in the usual way.

Our approach of studying the action directly in unitary gauge yields a wider set of terms

in the action than explicitly considered in previous work [33, 55, 56, 57], and in particular

our action encompasses the Horndeski [36] and GLPV [37] classes.

From this starting point we derive the quadratic and cubic actions for scalar curvature

perturbations, making use of integration by parts and the equation of motion while discard-

ing boundary terms which are suppressed outside the horizon. By appropriately grouping
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the operators, we isolate the ones that contribute in the squeezed limit and highlight the con-

sistency relation between the power spectrum and the squeezed bispectrum. The resultant

cubic action contains ten operators, of which six are present in the Horndeski and GLPV

classes, and of these six operators four are slow-roll suppressed.

We then compute the power spectrum and the tree-level bispectrum contribution from

each operator using the in-in and GSR formalisms which are valid beyond the slow-roll

limit. Our GSR results enable computation of the power spectrum and any bispectrum

configuration for all the operators in our action from a set of simple one-dimensional integrals.

In particular the GSR expressions confirm that the consistency relation holds not just

in the slow-roll approximation but also in the case of rapidly varying sources. This result

extends works which show that the consistency relation explicitly holds in slow-roll, for

specific models, or for certain subclasses of EFT operators [29, 58, 39, 32].

As an explicit example, we compute the power spectrum and bispectrum for a specific

inflationary model in the Horndeski class in which slow-roll is transiently violated, the tran-

sient G-inflation model [2]. For this model, our first-order GSR results for the equilateral

bispectrum show qualitatively different behavior from the slow-roll results in the literature

during the slow-roll violating phase. This model also highlights corrections for squeezed

configurations from non-leading GSR terms which can be important in models in which the

power spectrum deviates dramatically from scale-invariance between freeze-out epochs.

The large number of time-dependent coefficients in the EFT of inflation allows a rich

range of behavior of perturbations beyond slow-roll. By condensing this large family of

coefficients into a small number of integrals, we have provided the tools with which the

bispectrum for a very general class of inflation models can be easily studied.
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CHAPTER 3

SINGLE-FIELD BEYOND SINGLE-CLOCK

The squeezed-limit consistency relation we emphasized in Chapter 2 came about because the

single-clock background is an attractor, so long-wavelength perturbations appear to short-

wavelength modes as a simple rescaling of the background. In this chapter, based on Ref. [3],

we will first show that the non-Gaussianity produced by this coordinate shift has no effect

on PBH abundances as measured in local coordinates, and therefore does not alleviate the

no-go theorem for PBH DM in single-field slow-roll that we showed in Chapter 1.

We will then present a single-field model which does produce PBH DM, by violating the

slow-roll approximation in a phase known as ultra-slow-roll (USR) [59]. In USR, the field

velocity is no longer uniquely determined by the field position and the background is no

longer an attractor – USR is therefore a single field model which is not single-clock, and it

violates the squeezed-limit consistency relation.

We will therefore study the effect on PBH abundances of USR’s enhanced squeezed

non-Gaussianity, and show that it does not have a qualitatively important effect on PBH

abundances.

Finally, implementations of USR inflation which are consistent with CMB measurements

must have the USR phase be transient. We explore in depth the phenomenology of such

transient USR models, such as inflection-point inflation, to show that their squeezed non-

Gaussianity is highly suppressed unless they satisfy certain specific conditions which we

detail.
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3.1 Primordial Black Holes and Ultra-Slow Roll

3.1.1 No Go for Single Field Slow Roll

Following Ref. [8], we showed in Chapter 1 that in canonical single field inflation the comoving

curvature power spectrum

∆2
ζ ≡ k3

2π2
Pζ (3.1)

must reach at least

∆2
ζ ∼ 10−2 (3.2)

within ∼ 42 e-folds from the epoch when CMB scales exited the horizon, at which ∆2
ζ ≃ 10−9,

for the dark matter to be entirely composed of PBHs. In slow roll, the power spectrum

satisfies

∆2
ζ ≃ H2

8π2ϵH
. (3.3)

Therefore such an enhancement of ∆2
ζ requires a slow-roll violation of at least η ≡ d ln ϵH/dN ∼

1 after horizon exit of the CMB modes but well before the end of inflation.

In this section we update this slow-roll no-go theorem to include local non-Gaussianity

which modulates short-wavelength power in a long-wavelength mode. In particular since the

formation of a PBH depends on the density fluctuation averaged on the horizon scale at reen-

try of the perturbations, horizon scale power that is modulated by superhorizon wavelength

fluctuations can in principle enhance formation. We study whether such a modulation can

make it possible to produce a substantial fraction of the dark matter in PBHs with slow-roll

inflation.

In the presence of a long-wavelength fluctuation ζL, low pass filtered for comoving

wavenumbers k ≤ kL, the power spectrum at kS ≫ kL becomes position dependent

Pζ(kS , x) = Pζ(kS)

[
1 +

d lnPζ(kS)

dζL
ζL(x)

]
. (3.4)
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By multiplying by and averaging over the long-wavelength mode,

⟨ζL(x)Pζ(kS , x)⟩ζL ≃
∫

d3kL
(2π)3

Bζ(kL, kS , kS), (3.5)

we can relate the power spectrum response to the curvature bispectrum Bζ ,

d lnPζ(kS)

dζL
≃
Bζ(kL, kS , kS)

Pζ(kS)Pζ(kL)
≃ 12

5
fNL(kL, kS , kS). (3.6)

Here fNL is the standard dimensionless non-Gaussianity parameter

fNL(k1, k2, k3) ≡
5

6

Bζ(k1, k2, k3)

Pζ(k1)Pζ(k2) + perm. , (3.7)

in which ‘+ perm.’ denotes the two additional cyclic permutations of indices and the ap-

proximation (3.6) assumes the squeezed limit kS ≫ kL.
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Figure 3.1: Phase space diagram for a) slow roll (SR) and b) ultra-slow roll (USR). Shown
are background trajectories (blue lines), lines of constant e-folds (red lines) to the end of
inflation (left edge of panels), and field fluctuations δϕ (arrows). SR trajectories converge
to the attractor for different initial kinetic energies at ϕ = 0. SR field fluctuations δϕ follow
the attractor trajectory and can be absorbed into a change in e-folds leaving a change in the
relationship between local and global coordinates, but no local imprint on observables once
clocks are synchronized to a fixed field value at the end of inflation. USR field fluctuations can
still be absorbed into a local background but no longer the background of the unperturbed
universe (thick blue line). Since different USR trajectories experience different numbers of
e-folds to the end, the power spectrum becomes position dependent, with fNL reflecting the
e-folding asymmetry between positive and negative δϕ or ∂2N/∂ϕ2.
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In single-field inflation, fNL(kL, kS , kS) has a constrained form when ζ is conserved out-

side the horizon. The curvature perturbation is equivalent to a field fluctuation in spatially

flat gauge ζ = −δϕ/ϕ′, with primes denoting derivatives with respect to e-folds ′ = d/dN

here and throughout. Therefore for a constant ζ, the field fluctuation evolves according to

δϕ′ =
ϕ′′

ϕ′
δϕ, (3.8)

and the phase-space trajectory of the long-wavelength field perturbation follows that of the

background itself. Short-wavelength modes evolving in a long-wavelength perturbation then

also follow the phase-space trajectory of the background, with the only difference being the

local e-folds which determines the relationship between physical and comoving wavenumber

(see Fig 3.1a).

Single-field inflation on the slow-roll attractor (3.8) therefore satisfies the consistency

relation [20]

lim
kL/kS→0

12

5
fNL(kL, kS , kS) = −

d ln∆2
ζ(kS)

d ln kS
. (3.9)

This implies a modulation of the small-scale power spectrum due to the long-wavelength

mode according to Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6) as

Pζ(kS , x) = Pζ(kS)

[
1−

d ln∆2
ζ(kS)

d ln kS
ζL(x)

]
. (3.10)

This modulation is zero at the scale where the power spectrum peaks and corresponds to a

dilation of scales rather than an amplitude enhancement.

In general the physical effect of a dilation of scales is to change the mass scale of PBHs

rather than enhance their abundance. However in the slow-roll case, there is actually a

change in neither abundance nor mass scale. Though the dilation (3.10) does occur in

global comoving coordinates, in single-field inflation a freely-falling observer will not see this
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dilation locally.

For a given perturbed metric, the standard Fermi normal coordinates (FNC) [60] can

be constructed with respect to a central timelike geodesic of a comoving observer [61, 62],

such that gFNCµν ≃ ηµν up to tidal corrections. In order to absorb the effects of superhorizon

perturbations out to the horizon scale of a local observer, as required for PBH calcula-

tions, we utilize conformal Fermi normal coordinates (FNC) [63]. FNC are constructed such

that gFNCµν ≃ a2ηµν , i.e. a conformally flat, locally Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker

(FLRW) form where the global scale factor a of the background universe is evaluated at the

proper time of the central observer.

As shown in Ref. [63], for single-field slow-roll inflation the bispectrum in FNC is related

to the comoving-gauge bispectrum by an additional term proportional to the tilt of the power

spectrum as

lim
kL/kS→0

Bζ̄(kL, kS , kS) = Pζ(kL)Pζ(kS)
d ln∆2

ζ(kS)

d ln kS

+Bζ(kL, kS , kS), (3.11)

where barred symbols denote quantities in the FNC frame. This additional term neatly

cancels the comoving-gauge squeezed bispectrum from the consistency relation (3.9) and

thus in single-field slow-roll inflation

lim
kL/kS→0

Bζ̄(kL, kS , kS) = 0. (3.12)

There is therefore no modulation of the power spectrum in FNC

Pζ̄(kS , x) = Pζ̄(kS), (3.13)

and the small-scale power spectrum in FNC does not depend on the value of the long-
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wavelength perturbation. All local observers therefore see the same small-scale power spec-

trum regardless of their position in the long-wavelength mode.

Physically, the cancellation in Eq. (3.12) occurs because the bispectrum from the con-

sistency relation encodes the effect on small-wavelength modes of evolving in a separate

universe with a background evolution defined by the long-wavelength mode. Once the long-

wavelength mode is frozen, this effect is just to change coordinates in the separate universe

relative to global coordinates. When making local observations, an observer knows nothing

of the global coordinates and instead makes measurements in coordinates corresponding to

the separate universe. The formation of PBHs is a local process and so their properties also

do not depend on their position in the long-wavelength mode.

This lack of local modulation can also be understood from the phase-space diagram

Fig. 3.1a. Relative to the end of inflation at a fixed field value, perturbed trajectories in

slow roll are indistinguishable from the background trajectory and thus observers making

measurements relative to the end of inflation cannot from any local measurement decide

whether they inhabit different regions of a long-wavelength curvature perturbation.

This leads us to our first conclusion: squeezed non-Gaussianity cannot produce PBHs

as a significant fraction of the dark matter in canonical single-field slow-roll inflation. For

such PBHs to form in canonical single-field inflation, the slow-roll approximation must be

violated, at least transiently, to either produce large Gaussian or non-Gaussian fluctuations.

In this sense, the slow-roll no-go theorem shown in Ref. [8] is robust and does not change.

Models that evade this no-go result typically have a period when the inflaton rolls on a

very flat potential where Hubble friction is insufficient to keep the inflation on the slow-roll

attractor. The ultra-slow-roll model, where the inflaton potential is perfectly flat, provides

the prototypical example for such studies as we shall see next.
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3.1.2 Ultra-Slow-Roll Inflation

Ultra-slow roll [59] is a model of single-field inflation which greatly enhances the scalar

power spectrum while also breaking the single-field consistency relation (3.9) for the squeezed

bispectrum by violating the attractor condition (3.8) [64, 65]. It is therefore possible to

spatially modulate the local power in small scale density fluctuations relevant for PBHs with

long-wavelength modes. In this section we examine whether this non-Gaussian modulation

can significantly enhance the PBH abundance in ultra-slow roll.

USR is characterized by a potential which is sufficiently flat before its end, which we

denote with ϕ = 0, that the Klein-Gordon equation takes the form

ϕ̈ ≃ −3Hϕ̇, (3.14)

where here and throughout overdots denote derivatives with respect to the coordinate time

t. If the potential energy dominates then H ≃ const. and Eq. (3.14) then implies ϕ′′ ≃ −3ϕ′

and hence ϕ′ ≃ −3ϕ+ const., defining a family of trajectories in the phase-space diagram, as

depicted by the blue trajectories in Fig. 3.1b. Therefore, the phase-space trajectory of the

background evolution depends on the initial kinetic energy and does not exhibit attractor

behavior.

For an exactly flat potential at ϕ > 0, an inflaton with insufficient initial kinetic energy

will not cross the plateau to reach ϕ = 0, neglecting stochastic effects. In Fig. 3.1b we focus

on classical trajectories that can reach ϕ = 0 within finite e-folds, and hence the upper right

triangle region is inaccessible.

The solution to Eq. (3.14) is ϕ̇ ∝ a−3 and so ϵH ∝ a−6 and η = −6. Since the analytic

solution of the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation for ζ in the superhorizon limit is given by

ζ ≃ c1 + c2

∫
dt

a3ϵH
, (3.15)
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with integration constants c1 and c2, it is dominated by the second mode which grows in

USR since (a3ϵH)−1 ∝ a3 rather than decays as it does in slow roll. With H ≃ const.,

Eq. (3.15) gives ζ ∝ a3 and hence in the spatially flat gauge δϕ = −ζϕ′ = const., implying

that δϕ′ = 0, unlike the case of the slow-roll attractor (3.8).

The power spectrum in this model depends on the value of ϵH at the end of USR,

∆2
ζ ≃ H2

8π2ϵH,end
, (3.16)

and thus can be very large if ϵH,end ≪ 1.

One can employ a gauge transformation from spatially flat gauge to comoving gauge to

show that the squeezed-limit non-Gaussianity takes the form (see App. B of Ref. [3])

lim
kL/kS→0

12

5
fNL(kL, kS , kS) = 6. (3.17)

Since the USR power spectrum is scale invariant, the large value of fNL in USR violates the

consistency relation.

The physical origin of this large value for fNL can be seen from the phase-space diagram

Fig. 3.1b. Due to the initial kinetic energy dependence of the background evolution, a USR

perturbation cannot be mapped into a change in the background clock along the same phase-

space trajectory. Instead, long-wavelength perturbations δϕ carry no corresponding δϕ′ and

so shift the USR trajectory to one with a different relationship between ϕ and ϕ′. On this

shifted trajectory, the short-wavelength power spectrum attains a different value at the end

of USR. More generally, if a local measurement is sensitive to ϕ′ at the end of inflation, as in

the case of ∆2
ζ(kS), then different observers will produce different measurements depending

on their position in the long-wavelength mode.

This graphical representation of fNL can be turned into a computational method through

the so-called δN formalism [66, 67, 68, 69]. When the expansion shear for a local observer
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is negligible, as it is in USR above the horizon, the nonlinear evolution of the curvature

fluctuation follows the evolution of local e-folds. On spatially flat hypersurfaces, the field

fluctuation can be absorbed into a new conformally flat FLRW background on scales much

shorter than the wavelength and so the local e-folds may be calculated from the Friedmann

equation of a separate universe. The position-dependent power spectrum is therefore the

second order change in e-folds due to a short-wavelength δϕS on top of a long-wavelength

δϕL. Since in USR these perturbations leave ϕ′ unchanged, the non-Gaussianity parameter

can be computed from the e-folds as a function of phase-space position of the background

N(ϕ, ϕ′) as
12

5
fNL = 2

∂2N

∂ϕ2

/(
∂N

∂ϕ

)2

, (3.18)

at fixed ϕ′.

The consequence of this formula can be visualized through Fig. 3.1b as the effect of

perturbations on phase-space trajectories. Around a chosen background trajectory, the long-

wavelength perturbation is reabsorbed into a new background, a horizontal shift to a new

trajectory. Short-wavelength perturbations living in this new background induce a second

shift in the trajectory, hence the second derivative. Visually, the fact that for the same

amplitude of field fluctuation |δϕ|, a positive fluctuation intersects more surfaces of constant

N than a negative fluctuation indicates a large fNL. Refs. [64, 70, 71, 72] follow this approach

to analytically compute its value in complete agreement with the in-in approach or the gauge-

transformation approach. We shall again exploit the δN formalism in §3.2.

Despite the violation in the consistency relation, the coordinate transformation for the

bispectrum Eq. (3.11) still holds and the transformation from global comoving coordinates to

FNC leads to the same additional tilt-dependent term in the bispectrum as in the canonical

case so long as the transformation to FNC is performed when modes are frozen outside

the horizon after the end of inflation.1 After this time, the construction follows Ref. [63]

1. FNC can still be established during the USR phase but are more closely related to spatially flat gauge
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exactly. This procedure of transforming coordinate systems after inflation is followed for

slow-roll inflation in Ref. [73] to compute the next-to-leading order term in the bispectrum

transformation. Practically, it corresponds to the clock-synchronization condition that all

local observers make their measurements at fixed proper time after the end of inflation.

Given the scale invariance of the spectrum, the tilt-dependent transformation from

comoving gauge to FNC leaves neither an enhancement of the local power in the long-

wavelength mode nor a modulation of the mass of the PBHs. On the other hand, since the

transformation term no longer cancels with the comoving-gauge fNL itself, a large value of

the latter can in principle enhance PBH formation locally.

If fNL(kL, kS , kS) is described by the USR result Eq. (3.17), then the local power spec-

trum can be enhanced by a factor 12/5 × fNL × ζL = 6 × ζL. Therefore the non-Gaussian

response enhances the local power spectrum by an order unity quantity unless the long-

wavelength mode is large, i.e.

ζL ≳ 10−1. (3.19)

However, the scale invariance of USR would then imply

∆2
S = ∆2

L ∼ ⟨ζ2L(x)⟩ ≳ 10−2, (3.20)

which satisfies the criterion Eq. (3.2) for PBH formation, and therefore PBHs would already

be produced at scale kS even before accounting for the non-Gaussian response. Note that the

conversion from ∆2
ζ to spatial variance involves a summation over kL and gives a logarithmic

factor which depends on the total e-folds of USR. In a realistic model this logarithmic factor

must be finite so as to also satisfy constraints from the CMB.

This result is the second main conclusion of this work: in a USR model which does

than comoving gauge in temporal synchronization (see also App. B of Ref.[3]). In spatially flat gauge, a
superhorizon field fluctuation δϕ can be absorbed into a new, nearly conformally flat FLRW background, as
we exploit with the δN formalism.
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not produce a significant PBH abundance under the Gaussian approximation, the squeezed

non-Gaussian response enhances the local power spectrum by at most

∆Pζ
Pζ

≲ 1, (3.21)

and therefore the squeezed non-Gaussian response does not qualitatively change Gaussian

conclusions. Of course as they originate from rare fluctuations, PBHs can change in their

abundance but these changes can be reabsorbed into model parameters that make no more

than an order unity change in the power spectrum. In particular squeezed non-Gaussianity

cannot make a model that falls far short of making PBHs the dark matter under the Gaussian

assumption into one that does.

Since inflation has to end and observational constraints should be satisfied on CMB

scales, the simple picture presented here must be modified to account for transitions into

and out of USR. In §3.2 we shall explore whether even this level of enhancement still holds

in such models of transient USR inflation.

3.2 Transient Ultra-Slow Roll and non-Gaussianity

In addition to a graceful exit problem, USR inflation is incompatible with the measured tilt

of the CMB power spectrum [7] and is in tension with constraints on local non-Gaussianities

in the CMB [74], and therefore any USR phase must begin after CMB modes exit the horizon

and must take care not to grow those modes after horizon exit.

One model proposed in the literature for PBH production with a transient USR phase

is inflection-point inflation [8, 75]. In §3.2.1, we show that the transition out of USR in

inflection-point inflation induces

fNL(kL, kS , kS) ≪ 1, (3.22)
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and therefore non-Gaussianities do not enable PBHs to be the dark matter in inflection-point

inflation.

This numerical result can be understood from Ref. [71]’s analytic study of infinitely sharp

potential transitions between USR and SR, which we review briefly in §3.2.2. Transitions

where the inflaton velocity monotonically decreases to reach an attractor solution lead to

squeezed non-Gaussianity that is proportional to the potential slow-roll parameters on the

attractor. Conversely, transitions where the inflaton instantly goes from having too much

kinetic energy for the potential it evolves on to suddenly having insufficient kinetic energy

for a now much steeper potential conserve the USR non-Gaussianity. We call the latter

transitions large, which we will define specifically below [see Eq. (3.39)].

In §3.2.3, we generalize the analysis of Ref. [71] to potentials which do not have an

infinitely sharp break, and in particular we study how quickly the inflaton must traverse the

potential feature to reproduce the USR result. We show that to conserve the USR result

Eq. (3.17) the transition must be fast in that it completes in a small fraction of an e-fold

[see Eq. (3.45)].

We conclude that the large fNL of USR will only be preserved if the transition to SR is

both large and fast. For all other cases, the enhancement to the local power spectrum

∆Pζ
Pζ

≪ 1, (3.23)

and so squeezed non-Gaussianity in transient USR does not generally affect the conclusions

on PBH formation.

3.2.1 Slow–Small Transition: Inflection-Point Inflation

Inflection-point inflation is characterized by a potential which supports a slow-roll phase

when CMB scales exit the horizon followed by a slow-roll violation and subsequent ultra-
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slow-roll phase which enhances the power spectrum at small scales. This USR phase is

generally unstable and lasts just a few e-folds before the inflaton loses enough kinetic energy

to lock onto the attractor solution of the potential and slow-roll inflation resumes [76]. We

call this transition slow because the inflaton kinetic energy decreases monotonically to the

slow-roll value, and small because the potential slow-roll parameters on the attractor are

comparable to the kinetic energy at the end of the USR phase.

We consider an inflection potential of the form explored in Ref. [8] following Ref. [75],

V (ϕ) =
λv4

12

x2(6− 4ax+ 3x2)

(1 + bx2)2
, (3.24)

where x = ϕ/v. We study this model with the parameters

{a, b− 1, λ, v} =
{
3/2, 4× 10−5, 7× 10−8, 0.658

}
. (3.25)

In terms of the auxiliary variables of Refs. [8, 75], this model has

{β, ∆NSR} =
{
4× 10−5, 125

}
. (3.26)

These parameters are finely tuned to significantly suppress ϵH after the CMB scale k0 =

0.05 Mpc−1 exits the horizon 55 e-folds before the end of inflation while also preventing the

inflection point from trapping the inflaton for too many e-folds. Nonetheless our qualitative

results for the non-Gaussianity are not sensitive to the specific functional form of the potential

nor to the parameter set above.

Note that even with fine-tuning, this model does not fit observational constraints from

the CMB (e.g., [7]) because the power spectrum is too red (scalar slope ns = 0.91) due to

the proximity of the inflection point to CMB scales. This additional red tilt implies a larger

value of ϵ at CMB scales and hence a larger relative suppression of ϵ and growth of the power
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Figure 3.2: Inflection-point model background parameters ϵH ≡ −d lnH/dN and η ≡
d ln ϵH/dN . η experiences two zero-crossings as ϵ reaches critical points entering and exiting
the USR period, which we use to delineate the USR phase from the SR phases. Here the
transient period lasts for ∼ 5 e-folds, but only achieves η ≃ −6 for a shorter period.

spectrum during the USR phase. Without this enhancement, the inflection model falls far

short of forming PBHs as the dark matter [8] and so we choose these parameters to study

whether models on the threshold of forming sufficient PBHs for Gaussian fluctuations can

be made to do so through non-Gaussianity in the model.

Along the inflaton trajectory, the potential (3.24) has a single inflection point, where

d2V/dϕ2 = 0 is satisfied, between two close points where dV/dϕ = 0. In this region the slope

of the potential is tiny, and hence the USR condition |dV/dϕ| ≪ |ϕ′|H2 is satisfied briefly,

after which slow roll quickly resumes. The evolution of the slow-roll parameters ϵH and η in
59



this model is shown in Fig. 3.2. The model exhibits a transient period where ϵH ∝ a−6 and

thus the USR result η ≃ −6 is temporarily achieved.
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Figure 3.3: Inflection-point model power spectrum ∆2
ζ and non-Gaussianity parameter

fNL(kL, kS , kS). The vertical dashed lines delineate modes which cross the horizon dur-
ing the SR and USR periods (see Fig. 3.2). For fNL, ×’s denote values for kS > kL with
blue a mode that exits the horizon during USR and red after USR. The horizontal dashed
lines denote the consistency relation expectation for the two modes and the spike in fNL
reflects the near zero in ∆2

ζ rather than a large bispectrum (see §3.2.1 for further discussion).
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The upper panel of Fig. 3.3 shows the power spectrum ∆2
ζ produced by inflection-point

inflation with the potential (3.24), computed by numerically solving the Mukhanov-Sasaki

equation,
1

a2ϵ

d

ds

(
a2ϵ

dζk
ds

)
+ k2ζk = 0, (3.27)

where s ≡
∫ tend
t dt/a, with Bunch-Davies initial conditions at ks≫ 1 of the form

ζ0k =
1

2a
√
kϵ

(
1 +

i

ks

)
eiks. (3.28)

Modes which exit the horizon well before the USR phase do not grow outside the horizon

and their power spectrum satisfies the slow-roll result (3.3). Modes which exit the horizon

shortly before the USR phase do, however, grow outside the horizon leading to the rise before

peak power in the USR phase.

This behavior can be understood in more detail from the exact, but formal, solution of

the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation (3.27) [77]

ζ ′ = − 1

a3ϵHH

[∫
da

a
a3
(
k

aH

)2

(ϵHH)ζ + const.

]
. (3.29)

In the SR phase, ϵH is roughly constant and the growing integrand provides the leading

contribution

ζ ′ ≃ −
(
k

aH

)2

ζ, (SR), (3.30)

and hence the curvature perturbation ζ ∝ e
1
2

(
k
aH

)2
freezes out to a constant for k/(aH) ≪ 1

as in Eq. (3.15). On the other hand, in the USR phase, since ζ ∝ a3 outside the horizon

from (3.15), it immediately holds that

ζ ′ ∝ a3, (USR), (3.31)
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outside the horizon. One can also see that (3.31) is consistent with (3.29) as follows. With

ζ ∝ a3, the integral in (3.29) acts as ≃
∫
d ln a a−2, which is dominated by early times and

hence converges to a constant, whereas the prefactor grows as ∝ a3, resulting in (3.31).

Thus for a mode which spends NSR e-folds outside the horizon in slow roll, it takes NUSR =

2/3 × NSR e-folds of USR inflation to raise ζ ′ back to order unity. Therefore at a fixed

duration NUSR of USR inflation, modes which exit the horizon more than 3/2 × NUSR e-

folds before USR remain constant while modes which exit within 3/2×NUSR grow outside

the horizon. After the USR phase, modes freeze in and the smooth change in the slope of

the potential assures a slow increase in ϵ and a smooth transition of the power spectrum to

the final SR phase.

The power spectrum shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3.3 exhibits a near-zero minimum

∆2
ζ ∼ 8 × 10−16. Similar behavior occurs in other models in which the growing mode

overtakes the constant mode (see, e.g., Refs. [78, 79, 80] and §3.2.3). This phenomenon can

also be understood in detail from the formal solution Eq. (3.29), in which it can be seen that

in slow roll the superhorizon mode approaches its slow-roll freezeout value with decreasing

amplitude, i.e. with

Arg

[
ζ ′

ζ

]
= π +O

(
k

aH

)
, (SR), (3.32)

where the order of the correction follows from using the approximate SR form (3.28) in

(3.29).

While ζ ∝ a3 in the USR superhorizon limit, at the onset of USR, the curvature pertur-

bation must reach this limit from the SR side. Let a = a∗ at the onset of the USR phase,

then the curvature evolves as

ζ ′ = ζ ′
∣∣∣
a∗

×
(
a

a∗

)3

, (USR), (3.33)

with the boundary condition ζ ′|a∗ given approximately by the SR solution for a smooth
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transition. Given the relative sign in the leading order SR expression (3.30), this represents

an increase in the decay rate of |ζ| and thus before modes can grow as ζ ∝ a3 in USR they

must reverse sign.

There is a mode which experiences just enough evolution outside the horizon by the end

of the USR phase to go from its freezeout value to near-zero. The corresponding value of

the power spectrum at the minimum is determined by the small out-of-phase component,

i.e. how close Eq. (3.32) is to π and therefore how far outside the horizon this mode is when

USR begins. Thus the longer the USR phase is, the deeper the minimum is.

Modes which exit after this minimum are dominated by their superhorizon growth, and

as modes exit the horizon closer to the USR phase they grow for a longer period and thus

the power spectrum grows with increasing k. While a prolonged USR phase leads to a

constant ∆2
ζ for modes which exit the horizon during USR [cf. Eq. (3.16)], the inflection

model touches the η ≃ −6 phase only briefly and the power spectrum therefore exhibits a

peak ∆2
ζ(kPeak) = 2.8× 10−3. This peak falls a factor of a few short of the value ∆2

ζ ∼ 10−2

required for PBHs to form all the dark matter (see §3.1.1 and note that a model with the

right tilt at CMB scales must fall much further short of this requirement [8]). After the

USR phase, the model returns to the slow-roll attractor and ∆2
ζ is once more described by

Eq. (3.3).

It is now interesting to ask whether the power spectrum of the upper panel of Fig. 3.3 can

be locally enhanced by a factor of a few to exceed the threshold (3.2) for PBH dark matter.

According to Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6), for the power spectrum at a short-wavelength scale kS to

be significantly enhanced, we require a large long-wavelength perturbation ζL and a large

correlation fNL.

In the lower panel of Fig. 3.3, we plot fNL(kL, kS , kS) as a function of the long-wavelength

mode kL for two different values of the short-wavelength mode kS . The red upper curve

shows fNL for a short-wavelength mode which exits the horizon after the end of USR, while
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the blue lower curve shows fNL for a short-wavelength mode which exits the horizon during

USR. The upper and lower horizontal dashed lines show the consistency relation expectation

fNL in the limit kL/kS → 0.

The numerically computed bispectrum for a short-wavelength mode which exits the hori-

zon after USR, the red upper curve, agrees with the consistency relation. In other words,

the short-wavelength perturbation ζS retains no memory that, while it was inside the hori-

zon, the long-wavelength perturbation ζL outside the horizon grew in USR. This is because

fNL(kL, kS , kS) is set when kS exits the horizon and the modes ζL are already frozen at this

time. Because the transformation of the bispectrum to FNC involves a subtraction of the

consistency relation component, Eq. (3.11), we conclude that short-wavelength modes which

exit after the USR phase show no response to long-wavelength modes in local coordinates

and therefore no enhancement of local PBH abundance.

For a short-wavelength mode which exits the horizon during USR, the blue curve, the

above logic does not hold. The numerically computed bispectrum fNL(kL, kS , kS) does not

agree with the consistency relation when ζL grows outside the horizon. For such triangles,

12/5× fNL ≃ 0.13 while the consistency relation predicts 12/5× fNL ≃ 0.065.

Conversely, for the frozen ζL modes that correspond to modes that exited the horizon

well before USR, the consistency relation for fNL does hold. This is a successful test of

our numerical computation, since in this limit the long-wavelength mode remains constant

outside the horizon and just shifts the local coordinates for the small-wavelength mode along

the background trajectory.

Fig. 3.3 also shows that when kS exits the horizon during USR, the near-zero of ∆2
ζ

induces a feature on fNL(kL, kS , kS). This is due to the division by the power spectrum in the

definition of fNL, Eq. (3.7). In particular, when kS exits the horizon ζL has not yet reached

its final (tiny) value set at the end of USR and thus a non-zero bispectrum Bζ(kL, kS , kS)

can be obtained. After the end of USR, ζL is very small and thus fNL is amplified. The
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physical effect of this feature is negligible since, to obtain the power spectrum response, fNL

should be multiplied by ζL, which has a minimum at this feature.

More generally, the USR phase does enhance fNL relative to the consistency relation

value. Hence the non-Gaussianity in FNC , f̄NL, is non-zero. There is therefore an enhance-

ment of the PBH abundances due to squeezed non-Gaussianity, which is not the case in

single-field inflation on the attractor. However, for the kS shown in Fig. 3.3 in blue, both

fNL and d ln∆2
ζ/d ln k are so small that, once multiplied by ζL ≪ 1, the position-dependent

effect on ζS is insignificant.

Quantitatively, we can summarize the PBH abundance enhancement in this model by

choosing kS and kL in the USR phase, where fNL is nearly constant. In particular, to elim-

inate the tilt-dependent coordinate effects on the abundance and to maximize the Gaussian

part of the power spectrum, we can choose kS = kL = kPeak. This triangle is not squeezed

but since in USR fNL is the same for all triangle shapes, this triangle does serve as a summary

statistic for local non-Gaussianity in inflection-point inflation.

Doing so, we compute numerically that 12/5×fNL(kPeak, kPeak, kPeak) = 0.13. To obtain

the response, we set ζL to the peak value ζRMS(kPeak) =
√

∆2
ζ(kPeak) ≃ 0.05. Squeezed

non-Gaussianity can therefore enhance the local power spectrum by a factor of at most

∼ 0.006 and so in inflection-point inflation, its ability to enhance the local power spectrum

is negligible,
∆Pζ
Pζ

≪ 1. (3.34)

In this model, we do not recover the USR squeezed limit result 12/5 × fNL ≃ 6 and

therefore do not enhance the small-scale power spectrum by an order-unity quantity. This is

a reflection of the analytic result of Ref. [71] that transitions from a USR phase to a SR phase

which are monotonically decreasing in the field velocity suppress the USR non-Gaussianity,

and similar results were found numerically in Ref. [81].

In the following sections, we will show that this suppression of non-Gaussianity is generic
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to transition models, except for the special case where the transition is both fast and large.

3.2.2 Infinitely Fast Transitions

Infinitely fast transitions from USR to SR were considered in Refs. [71] and [76], and Ref. [71]

established analytically that the final level of non-Gaussianity is sensitive to the way USR

is exited.

Specifically Ref. [71] considered the case where a pure ultra-slow-roll potential is joined

to a slow-roll potential VSR at a field position which we label ϕ2 for ease of generalization

later:

V (ϕ) =


VSR(ϕ2), ϕ > ϕ2 (USR)

VSR(ϕ), ϕ ≤ ϕ2 (SR)

(3.35)

and hence the potential has an infinitely sharp discontinuity in slope at ϕ2. We call this an

infinitely fast transition from USR to SR because the inflaton rolls over this discontinuity

instantaneously. VSR(ϕ) can be characterized in general by the potential slow-roll parameters

for ϕ ≤ ϕ2

ϵV ≡ 1

2

(
1

V

dV

dϕ

)2

, ηV ≡ 1

V

d2V

dϕ2
. (3.36)

The transition can be characterized by the strictly positive amplitude parameter2

h ≡

√
ϵV (ϕ

−
2 )

ϵ(ϕ+2 )
, (3.37)

where

ϕ±2 ≡ lim
ω→0

ϕ2 ± ω, (3.38)

which is a ratio between the potential slow-roll parameter at the beginning of the SR phase

and the Hubble slow-roll parameter ϵ at the end of the USR phase.

2. The h defined in (3.37) is equivalent to Ref. [71]’s −h/6.
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If h = 1, the kinetic energy at the end of USR is just enough to keep the field on the

attractor of the SR phase. The h ≪ 1 limit therefore corresponds to the small transition, a

monotonic transition from USR to the SR attractor where the inflaton continues to slow down

before hitting the attractor and hence the power spectrum continues to evolve. Conversely

for h≫ 1, Ref. [71] showed that the perturbations freeze out at N(ϕ2). We call this a large

transition because the inflaton instantly goes from having too much kinetic energy for the

potential it evolves on to suddenly having insufficient kinetic energy for a now much steeper

potential

h≫ 1 =⇒ ϵV ≫ ϵ =
1

2
ϕ′2 , (3.39)

Since perturbations do not freezeout immediately for a finite value of h the final level of

non-Gaussianity is not given by Eq. (3.17) but rather can be shown analytically to be [71]

lim
kL/kS→0

12

5
fNL(kL, kS , kS) = 2

h(3h+ ηV )

(h+ 1)2
, (3.40)

for scales kL, kS which cross the horizon during USR. Eq. (3.40) yields the USR result

Eq. (3.17) only in the limit h ≫ 1, and thus for infinitely fast transitions the USR non-

Gaussianity is conserved only when the transition is large.

The enhancement of the local power spectrum is suppressed for small transitions, but we

shall next see that it is also suppressed if the transition is not sufficiently fast. Therefore,

the transition needs to be large and fast to recover the USR non-Gaussianity. In contrast,

the inflection model of the previous section is an example where the transition is both small

and slow.

3.2.3 Fast/Slow–Large/Small Transitions

In order to study in more detail the phenomenology of transient USR inflationary phases

beyond the slow-small transition of §3.2.1 and the infinitely fast limit of §3.2.2, we construct
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a toy inflationary model which begins in SR, enters a USR phase, and then transitions back

to SR. We implement this with a potential where the slope of an otherwise linear potential

makes two transitions across adjustable widths in field space

dV

dϕ
(ϕ) =

β

2

[
1 + tanh

(
ϕ− ϕ1
δ1

)]
+
γ

2

[
1 + tanh

(
ϕ2 − ϕ

δ2

)]
, (3.41)

and hence

V (ϕ) = V0 +
β

2

[
ϕ+ δ1 log

{
cosh

(
ϕ− ϕ1
δ1

)}]
+
γ

2

[
ϕ− δ2 log

{
cosh

(
ϕ2 − ϕ

δ2

)}]
. (3.42)

This potential describes three phases with finite transitions, which is a natural generalization

of the model (3.35) with two phases with instant transition considered in §3.2.2. The model

parameters {δ1, δ2} and {ϕ1, ϕ2} determine the widths and positions of two transitions,

respectively. The limit δ1, δ2 → 0 amounts to instant transitions, where the potential is

composed of a flat plateau of amplitude V0 for ϕ2 < ϕ < ϕ1 in between two linear pieces of

slope {β, γ}, which we set positive. By modifying these parameters, we can set the duration

of the USR phase as well as the circumstances of its beginning and end. By constructing

the transition in dV/dϕ(ϕ) rather than in V (ϕ) directly, we trivially obtain a monotonic

potential where the field always rolls downhill.

Since this is a toy model that we introduce to illustrate the fast/slow and large/small

distinction, we do not attempt to accurately fit measurements at CMB scales or to appropri-

ately end inflation. Once all modes which we are interested in have frozen out in the latter

slow-roll phase, we end inflation by hand. By adjusting the potential before and after the

plateau, one could turn this toy model into a model which can fit CMB observations and

produce PBHs while ending inflation gracefully without changing the conclusions we draw

below.
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For ϕ > ϕ1 the potential has a positive slope ≃ β and the inflaton follows the slow-roll

attractor. In order for the inflaton to leave the slow-roll attractor and enter a USR phase, the

transition must be sufficiently sharp that the inflaton enters the flat region of the potential

with excess kinetic energy. Thus we fix the entry parameters {β, ϕ1, δ1} = {10−14, 0, 10−2}

to guarantee such a transition. By having inflation start on the slow-roll attractor, we are

freed from having to specify initial conditions during USR.

The region ϕ2 < ϕ < ϕ1 marks the USR phase where the potential is approximately flat.

We fix the amplitude of the potential in the flat plateau V0 = 2 × 10−14, chosen to ensure

that USR modes in our fiducial model are still perturbative, i.e. ∆2
ζ ≲ 1 for the durations of

USR we consider here.

Finally, for ϕ < ϕ2 the potential has a positive tilt ≃ γ and the inflaton returns to

the slow-roll attractor. Among the remaining parameters {ϕ2, δ2, γ}, ϕ2 determines the

duration of the USR period, and {δ2, γ} set the circumstances of the exit from USR. ϕ2

in particular must be very finely tuned to allow several e-folds of USR inflation while still

reaching the transition point in a reasonable amount of time. The instant transition of §3.2.2

corresponds to taking δ2 → 0 and to focusing on the inflaton behavior around ϕ = ϕ2.

We generalize Ref. [71]’s analysis to transitions of finite width between the flat and slow-

roll potentials by allowing δ2 ̸= 0. We start by generalizing the definition for the start and

end of the transition, Eq. (3.38). We choose the end of the transition ϕ−2 from the potential

through

ϕ−2 ≡ ϕ2 − 2δ2. (3.43)

The beginning of the transition, ϕ+2 , is not simply ϕ2 + 2δ2 since the USR phase persists

while ϵV ≪ ϵ. Instead, we choose to define the beginning of the transition through the

deviation from the USR analytic solution,

1−
ϕ′USR

ϕ′

∣∣∣∣
ϕ+2

= 0.05×

(
1−

ϕ′USR

ϕ′

∣∣∣∣
ϕ−2

)
, (3.44)
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where ϕ′USR is the analytic solution for the field velocity in USR, and ϕ′ is the actual field

velocity, which is evaluated numerically. By computing the field velocity deviation relative

to the change at the end of the transition ϕ−2 we guarantee that ϕ+2 can be defined even for

small and fast transitions.

In other words, ϕ−2 is roughly where the potential completes its transition, and ϕ+2 is

roughly where the field velocity begins to leave the USR solution. While the specific criteria

chosen here are arbitrary, they are useful for classifying transition regimes and in the δ2 → 0

limit the choices here return the limit Eq. (3.38) up to percent-level factors.

From these definitions for ϕ+2 and ϕ−2 we compute h by evaluation of Eq. (3.37) and we

quantify the duration of the transition from USR inflation to the beginning of the relaxation

process

dN ≡ N(ϕ−2 )−N(ϕ+2 ). (3.45)

The situation of §3.2.2 corresponds to the limit dN → 0 and we now generalize this result

by exploring the impact of the duration dN on the resultant non-Gaussianity. In Fig. 3.4,

we show the background parameters ϵH and η for two models with a large transition h =

2.5, one fast (dN = 5 × 10−3) and the other slow (dN = 1). For these models γ is fixed

at 6× 10−21, while the fast transition has {ϕ2, δ2} =
{
−0.1580281699, 2.12× 10−10

}
and

the slow transition has {ϕ2, δ2} =
{
−0.1580282187, 3.6× 10−8

}
. Notice the amount of

fine-tuning in ϕ2 required to achieve subpercent-level control of the transition amplitude

and duration.

Defining n ≡ N − N(ϕ−2 ) as the positive increasing number of e-folds elapsed since the

potential transition, in the fast transition limit dN → 0 the solution for η after the transition

point behaves according to the analytic result [71]

η(n > 0) =
6(h− 1)

1 + h(e3n − 1)
. (3.46)
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Figure 3.4: Transition model background parameters ϵH ≡ −d lnH/dN and η ≡ d ln ϵH/dN
for a fast vs. slow transition, denoted by the e-fold width dN , with a fixed large transition
(h = 2.5). The vertical lines mark N(ϕ1) and N(ϕ+2 ). The specific parameter choices used
for these models are described in §3.2.3.

This is reflected in the behavior of the blue solid curve in Fig. 3.4, which behaves as Eq. (3.46)

up to a ∼ 0.3% difference in the h parameter as defined here compared to the h parameter

in the exact δ2 → 0 limit.

On the other hand, in the case where dN is large, the red dashed curve of Fig. 3.4,

the numerical solution for η deviates significantly from this analytic form. This can be

understood by Taylor expanding Eq. (3.46) around the transition point n = 0,

η(n > 0) = 6(h− 1) (1− 3hn) +O
(
n2
)
, (3.47)
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from which we can see that after ϕ−2 , η evolves on a timescale n ∼ h−1. Thus if the transition

timescale dN is larger than this timescale, the evolution of η will differ from the analytic

solution (3.46).

The behavior of η is important because it controls the freezeout of perturbations through

the evolution of ϵ in Eq. (3.29), and it comes directly into the source of squeezed non-

Gaussianity in the in-in formalism, where the cubic Lagrangian relevant in the squeezed

limit is

L3 ≡ a3ϵH
d

dt

(
ϵH +

η

2

)
ζ2ζ̇ − d

dt

[
a3ϵH

(
ϵH +

η

2

)
ζ2ζ̇
]

+ ϵHζ(H2 + 2L2)

− d

dt

[
a3ϵH
H

ζζ̇2 + a3
ϵ2H
2H

ζ̇∂aζ∂a(∂
−2ζ̇)

]
. (3.48)

H2 here is the quadratic Hamiltonian density

H2 = a3ϵH

[
ζ̇2 +

1

a2
(∂ζ)2

]
. (3.49)

Therefore, the timescale dN plays an important role in changing the non-Gaussianity

produced in USR.
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Figure 3.5: Transition model power spectrum ∆2
ζ and non-Gaussianity parameter

fNL(kL, kS , kS) for the large-fast (blue) and large-slow (red) transition models of Fig. 3.4.
The left edge corresponds roughly to a mode which exits the horizon at the beginning of
USR. Conventions for displaying fNL are the same as in Fig. 3.3 except both kS values for
each model cross the horizon before the end of USR (vertical line, kϕ+2 ) (see §3.2.3 for further
discussion).
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The upper panel of Fig. 3.5 shows the power spectra for the same large-fast and large-

slow models as Fig. 3.4. Once more, the red upper curve shows the slow transition, while

the blue lower curve shows the fast transition. The vertical dashed line shows a mode which

exits the horizon at the onset of the transition N(ϕ+2 ).

The power spectra in these models show many of the same features as the inflection-

point power spectrum, Fig. 3.3, and therefore we focus on the USR and transition regions

of the plot, where unlike the inflection model these models have power spectrum plateaus

for modes which exit during USR. This plateau is modulated by small oscillations sourced

by the first feature in the potential. The USR to SR transition feature in the potential also

induces power spectrum oscillations, with the fast transition model having more oscillations

due to the sharper source. The slow transition model has a larger power spectrum than the

fast transition as ϵH reaches a lower level in this model (see Fig. 3.4) and thus the modes

grow more.

The lower panel of Fig. 3.5 shows the non-Gaussianity for these models for two different

values of the short-wavelength mode, one marked with a cross and the other a star and

both exiting during the USR phase, as a function of the long-wavelength mode, curves with

correspondingly solid and dashed lines. All triangles yield the same value of fNL when

the legs exit during the USR phase up to corrections of order kS/kϕ+2 , consistent with the

result in the inflection model §3.2.1 and the exact USR result of §3.1.2. However, for neither

model does the level of the non-Gaussianity agree with the analytic result for USR Eq. (3.17),

5fNL/12 = 6. This is the result of Ref. [71], that the residual level of fNL depends on the

value of the transition parameter h, and in particular the fast transition model yields the

result expected from Eq. (3.40) for a transition with h = 2.5, fNL ≃ 3.1. However, the slow

model has the same h = 2.5 as the fast model, yet a smaller value of fNL. This is due to the

slow nature of the transition in the dN = 1 model. Fast transitions yield Eq. (3.40), while

slow transitions suppress the non-Gaussianity.
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Figure 3.6: Transition model non-Gaussianity parameter fNL as a function of amplitude h for
various e-fold widths dN with both kL and kS exiting the horizon during USR. Colored lines
show the numerical in-in computation and dashed black lines show the calibrated analytic
prediction from Eqs. (3.50) and (3.51). To reach the USR result 12fNL/5 = 6, the transition
must be large h≫ 1 and fast dN ≪ 1 (see §3.2.3 for further discussion).

We model this effect with the ansatz that a given transition length dN sets an upper

bound to the transition amplitude, independent of h. We can define an effective transition

amplitude

heff ≡

[(
1.5

dN

)−3

+ h−3

]−1/3

, (3.50)

where the exponent serves merely to interpolate between the two limits and the factor of 1.5

comes from calibrating the results to the form of (3.40)

12

5
fNL(heff) = 2

heff(3heff + ηV )

(heff + 1)2
, (3.51)

where in this toy model with a linear SR potential we set ηV = 0.
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Figure 3.7: Phase-space diagram for the USR to SR transition models with model trajecto-
ries (blue lines) and constant e-fold surfaces (red lines) relative to the transition at ϕ2. The
top panel a) has δ2 = 2.12×10−10, such that most trajectories correspond to fast transitions,
while the bottom panel b) has δ2 = 3.6 × 10−8, such that most trajectories correspond to
slow transitions. In each panel, higher trajectories represent larger transitions, with h = 1
as the large-small dividing line (thick blue). Constant N surfaces become space-filling in the
top right corners. A large fNL requires a fast-large transition as can be visualized by δN ,
the change in e-folds given a shift in the initial field δϕi that takes the local background to
a new trajectory (see §3.2.3 for further discussion).
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In Fig. 3.6, we compare the ansatz (3.50) coupled with the analytic formula (3.51) (black

dashed curves) to the full numerical in-in computation of the bispectrum (colored solid

curves) for modes that exit the horizon during USR as a function of the transition amplitude

h for three different transition speeds dN . Every point along these lines corresponds to a

different set of parameters for our toy model.

The analytic formula (3.50) agrees well with the in-in computation for all values of h

and dN . For small-slow transitions (small h and large dN ), where fNL is small and becomes

proportional to the potential slow-roll parameters on the attractor, there is a slight difference

between the numerical and analytic fNL. This we attribute to small differences in the value

of h as defined for the infinitely fast transitions and as defined for slow transitions since the

errors decrease for smaller values of dN . For large transitions h ≫ 1, where fNL is largest,

the analytic ansatz produces a slight overestimate of fNL as the transitions become faster.

This is due to nonlinearities between the true heff and 1/dN in the large h limit which our

ansatz does not model. Since these differences are minor, we conclude from the analytic

formula that to produce a large level of non-Gaussianity after the transition from USR to

SR requires heff ≫ 1 and thus the transition must be large, h≫ 1, and fast, dN ≪ 1.

Just as in the SR (§3.1.1) and exact USR case (§3.1.2), the effect on fNL of the transition

from USR to SR can be understood visually from the way phase-space trajectories intersect

constant N surfaces. Fig. 3.7a shows the phase-space trajectories (blue lines) and constant N

surfaces (red lines) for a narrow δ2 = 2.12×10−10 and therefore faster transitions, such that

the fast model of Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 corresponds to a trajectory in this space. Fig. 3.7b

shows the phase space for a wider δ2 = 3.6× 10−8 and therefore slower transitions, and the

slow model of Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 evolves through this space.

Trajectories near the top of each panel have the inflaton speed up after the transition and

hence have a large h, with the large-small dividing line of h = 1 denoted by thick blue lines.

Notice also that the union of the panels of Fig. 3.1 gives the limit of infinitely fast transitions,
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with the exception that here constant N surfaces are plotted relative to the transition feature

N(ϕ2) rather than the end of inflation N = 0. Trajectories are evenly spaced in ϕ at the

point where they cross the bottom edge at ϕ′ = −6 in a range that reflects a reasonable

amount of USR e-folds as we describe next.

Due to the smooth nature of the potential (3.42), for any finite ϕ > ϕ2 the potential

slope dV/dϕ has a finite positive value. Thus, unlike in the exact USR case (Fig. 3.1b) or

the infinitely fast case, all trajectories with any finite ϕ′ for ϕ > ϕ2 will eventually cross ϕ2.

Black dashed curves in Fig. 3.7 depict the envelope of such trajectories, neglecting

stochastic effects, and correspond to initial conditions on the attractor on the very nearly flat

potential. Consequently, the constant e-fold surfaces become increasingly tightly packed and

eventually space-filling, in contrast to the empty upper right triangle in Fig. 3.1b. We choose

not to continue showing trajectories which take such large numbers of e-folds to traverse the

nearly flat plateau of the potential.

By the same δN arguments of §3.1.2 we can immediately see from these phase spaces

why a large (h≫ 1) transition is necessary to conserve the USR non-Gaussianity. Here δN

refers to the change in the total number of e-folds elapsed to a fixed field position on the SR

side for a shift in the initial field position δϕi on the USR side which then shifts the whole

trajectory. Note that δN combines the change from the USR and SR sides.

Let us first consider the fast case in the top panel. Around a central trajectory with large

h (upper trajectories), the crossing rate ∂N/∂ϕi is strongly asymmetric to the sign of δϕ,

i.e. there is a large second derivative ∂2N/∂ϕ2i and hence a large fNL according to Eq. (3.18).

This is due to the much larger contribution to the rate of surfaces crossed in the USR side

where the asymmetry is larger than the SR side where the asymmetry is small.

On the other hand, the asymmetry around a small h trajectory (lower trajectories) is

small and therefore the non-Gaussianity is small. This is due to the smaller contribution

to ∂N/∂ϕi on the USR side relative to the SR side. In other words the power spectrum
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continues to grow on the SR side at small h, which suppresses the non-Gaussianity from the

USR side.

By comparing the fast and slow cases, we can visually see that the transition duration sets

an effective maximum transition amplitude heff . Above a certain value of h, the trajectory

joins the slow-roll attractor before the transition and therefore will have a highly suppressed

non-Gaussianity comparable to the small-slow transition of §3.2.1.
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Figure 3.8: Non-Gaussianity for trajectories in the corresponding phase spaces of Fig. 3.7
computed via the δN formula (3.18) compared to our calibrated analytic result Eqs. (3.50)
and (3.51). The horizontal axis here corresponds to the vertical axis of Fig. 3.7. Only for
fast and large transitions does the transition model reproduce the USR result, and for fixed
δ2 there is a maximum value of fNL attainable.
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In Fig. 3.8 we formalize these heuristic arguments by computing the δN formula (3.18)

for different trajectories in these phase spaces. We organize the trajectories by their velocity

at ϕ2, and thus the horizontal axis of Fig. 3.8 corresponds to the vertical axis of the Fig. 3.7

at the transition point. We then also compare the δN result to our analytic expectation for

fNL, Eqs. (3.50) and (3.51).

The δN computation cross-validates our analytic formula which was calibrated to the

in-in calculations, showing excellent agreement for all methods of computation across the

fast-slow and large-small transition space. The δN computation thus also confirms that a

large fNL requires a large-fast transition.

For large ϕ′(ϕ2), after the peak non-Gaussianity, there is a sharp cliff in Fig. 3.8 beyond

which fNL becomes suppressed. This cliff corresponds to trajectories which reach the at-

tractor before the transition, thus inhabiting the space-filling regions of Fig. 3.7, and the

edge of the cliff is given by the black dashed envelope of Fig. 3.7. These trajectories are

slow transitions even though they have the same narrow field space width δ2 and appear in

the ‘fast’ panel. These cases behave in the same way as those in the ‘slow’ panel once the

duration of the transition in e-folds dN is accounted for.

Of course even for a large and fast transition, for which 5/12 fNL → 6, the response of

the small scale power spectrum to the long-wavelength mode is still dependent on the value

of the long-wavelength mode, and in particular the argument of §3.1.2 still holds, that

∆Pζ
Pζ

≲ 1, (3.52)

unless the model already produces PBHs with a Gaussian distribution.
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3.3 Discussion

Canonical slow-roll inflation cannot produce primordial black holes in a large enough quantity

to be the dark matter. While perturbations do exhibit a small level of local non-Gaussianity

which couples short-wavelength PBH fluctuations to the long-wavelength modes they live in

and can in principle enhance local abundances at peaks of long-wavelength modes, trans-

forming to a freely-falling coordinate system shows that locally measured PBH abundances

are completely insensitive to this non-Gaussianity because it is generated by the reverse

coordinate transformation to begin with.

Any confirmation that the dark matter is in the form of PBHs would rule out canonical

slow-roll inflation. The only way to rescue canonical inflation would be to violate slow roll,

and a phase of ultra-slow-roll inflation after CMB scales exit the horizon is the natural way

to do this. We showed by gauge transformation and by the δN formalism, which can be

illustrated graphically and contrasted to the SR case, that local non-Gaussianities are large

in the USR phase when perturbations freeze out instantly at some fixed field position.

The same coordinate transformation machinery as in slow roll confirms that squeezed

USR non-Gaussianities can locally enhance PBH abundances. However the effect is very

mild, giving at most an order unity enhancement of the local power spectrum. Such enhance-

ments can only make models that are already on the borderline of succeeding to produce

PBHs as the dark matter under Gaussian assumptions actually succeed. For such cases, gen-

erally a small change in parameters that prolong the USR phase would equally well produce

PBHs under Gaussian assumptions.

Even more importantly, the USR phase has to end in some way. Ref. [71] established that

the non-Gaussianity is very sensitive to how this period ends using cases where the transition

is infinitely fast. By exact computation in the in-in formalism and validation with the δN

formalism, we mapped the entire range of possible endings to USR to show that only a small

class of transitions conserves the large USR non-Gaussianity through the transition to slow
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roll. These are the transitions which are fast, in that the potential exhibits a sharp feature

that is traversed by the inflaton in much less than an e-fold, and large, in that the inflaton

needs to gain significant velocity after transiting the feature. All other types of transitions

suppress the non-Gaussianity significantly.

Note that while we have computed the full local non-Gaussianity, it is only the squeezed

non-Gaussianity which we have shown has a negligible effect on whether a model produces

PBH dark matter. Understanding the effect of other mode couplings requires a full knowl-

edge of the probability distribution function of the density perturbation taking into account

the contributions from all orders of non-Gaussian correlators of every shape. Work in this

direction has been pursued in a variety of contexts (see, e.g., [82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88]), but

it remains a challenging problem and direction for future work.

Nonetheless the conclusion that producing primordial black holes as dark matter in

canonical single-field inflation requires a complicated and fine-tuned potential shape with

a transient violation of slow roll is robust to the inclusion of local squeezed non-Gaussian

effects.
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CHAPTER 4

THE HIGGS FIELD DURING INFLATION

We have dealt in detail with single-field inflation and its generalizations, and we can now

complete this thesis by studying the behavior of extra spectator fields during inflation and

the conditions that must be satisfied for them to contribute to primordial black hole dark

matter production, based on Ref. [4].

We will focus our study on the Standard Model Higgs field, which exhibits the unusual

property that its effective potential turns over at large field values. This instability can lead

to complicated behavior during and after inflation which has been claimed to lead to PBH

DM production.

We will first provide a general overview how the Higgs instability could possibly lead

to PBH production. We will then focus first on the Higgs’ evolution during inflation and

compute its spectrum of perturbations on CMB scales, which should be small relative to its

value on PBH scales. We then track the Higgs and its fluctuations nonlinearly through re-

heating to compute whether Higgs fluctuations are converted to large curvature fluctuations.

We will find that the Higgs fails on both counts and therefore does not produce PBH DM.

4.1 The Higgs Instability Mechanism for Primordial Black Holes

In this section, we review the general features of the Higgs instability mechanism for pro-

ducing PBH dark matter and the principles governing the spectrum of perturbations it

generates.

The Higgs field acts as a spectator during inflation, which is driven by an inflaton field,

but converts its quantum fluctuations into curvature fluctuations once it decays after infla-

tion. If these quantum fluctuations are amplified into large enough curvature fluctuations by

the Higgs instability, they will form PBHs when they re-enter the horizon in the radiation
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dominated epoch.

In particular, after inflation the spatial metric on a uniform total energy density hyper-

surface,

gij = a2e2ζδij , (4.1)

possesses a curvature perturbation ζ that can be decomposed as

ζ =

(
1−

ρ′h
ρ′tot

)
ζr +

ρ′h
ρ′tot

ζh, (4.2)

in linear theory. Here ζr is the curvature perturbation on hypersurfaces of uniform energy

density ρr of reheat products from the inflaton, ζh is the curvature perturbation on hyper-

surfaces of uniform Higgs energy density ρh, and ρtot ≡ ρr + ρh is the total energy density.

Throughout primes ′ denote a derivatives with respect to the e-folds N , where N = 0 marks

the end of inflation.

For this mechanism to succeed observationally, the variance per logarithmic interval in k

of the Fourier modefunction ζk,

∆2
ζ(k) ≡

k3

2π2
|ζk|2, (4.3)

must be small on the large scales probed by anisotropies in the CMB,

∆2
ζ(kCMB) ∼ 10−9, (4.4)

while on small scales associated with primordial black holes the power spectrum must reach

∆2
ζ(kPBH) ∼ 10−2, (4.5)

so that enough regions are over the collapse threshold ζc ∼ 1 to form PBHs in sufficient
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abundance to be the dark matter [8, 3]. Moreover, the large-scale modes should be sourced

predominantly by a single degree of freedom in order to comply with isocurvature constraints

from the CMB. The working assumption for a successful model is that inflaton perturbations

lead to a ζ which dominates on CMB scales while Higgs fluctuations produce one which

dominates on PBH scales. We use a superscript k to denote relations that are exclusively in

Fourier space as opposed to real space quantities or linear relations that apply to both.

Although the Higgs field h is a spectator during inflation, the mechanism works by

enhancing its impact on the total ζ by exploiting the unstable, unbounded nature of the

Higgs potential V (h) at large field values h > hmax in the Standard Model. In particular,

the effective Higgs potential at field values far larger than its electroweak vacuum expectation

value can be approximated as [89, 90]

V (h) =
1

4
λh4, (4.6)

with λ = λSM and

λSM ≃ −b ln
(

h2

h2max
√
e

)
, (4.7)

where hmax is the location of the maximum of the Higgs potential which separates the familiar

metastable electroweak vacuum from the unstable region, and b controls the flatness of the

potential around the maximum. hmax and b are computable given the parameters of the SM,

and in this work, we choose to fix them at representative values hmax = 4× 1012 GeV and

b = 0.09/(4π)2, corresponding to a top quark massMt ≃ 172 GeV, following Refs. [91, 92, 89]

to facilitate comparisons. The Higgs instability exists for Mt ≳ 171 GeV [93], which includes

the range from the most recent constraints by the Tevatron and the LHC [94, 95, 96, 97].

Here we have neglected an effective mass term for the Higgs generically generated by a

nonminimal Higgs coupling to the Ricci scalar, since at the level expected from quantum

corrections it does not change the qualitative features of the mechanism [89].
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Figure 4.1: Beyond the field value hmax, the Standard Model Higgs effective potential turns
over and decreases rapidly, with an unbounded true vacuum of negative energy density.
In the PBH scenario, the spectator Higgs rolls down the unstable potential, amplifying its
stochastic field fluctuations.

We show the potential just around its maximum in Fig. 4.1, and across a wider range of

scales in Fig. 4.2 on the unstable side in order to illustrate the field values that will be crucial

to the Higgs instability phenomenology detailed in the following sections. Specifically, for a

representative choice for the Hubble scale during inflation H = 1012 GeV which we employ

throughout for illustration, the potential maximum is at

hmax = 4H. (4.8)

When h < hmax, the minimum corresponds to our familiar electroweak vacuum, while for

h > hmax, the potential decreases and is unbounded from below.

On the unstable side of the potential, the Higgs at first rolls slowly relative to the Hubble

rate before accelerating as it rolls down the instability. The location where the Higgs’ roll

in one e-fold becomes comparable to H/2π defines the classical roll scale hcl, which we shall
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define precisely in §4.2. For our parameter choices, it lies at

hcl ≃ 8.3H. (4.9)

At the scale kcl which crosses the horizon at Ncl ≡ N(hcl), the power spectrum of ζh at

horizon crossing becomes order unity,

∆2
ζh
(kcl) ∼ 1. (4.10)

Our working assumption is that the classical-roll scale kcl will be the one to produce primor-

dial black holes, kcl = kPBH. We will show in §4.2 that this implies that the Higgs is in fact

on the unstable side of the potential during all phases of inflation relevant for observation.

In particular, the CMB scales left the horizon during inflation a few e-folds after our Hubble

patch crossed the horizon, which we will assume is 60 e-folds before the end of inflation. At

this time, the Higgs is on the unstable side of the potential at

h60 ≃ 5.8H, (4.11)

if we take the field value at the end of inflation to be

hend ≃ 1200H, (4.12)

which we will see below is approximately the largest value possible. This also leads to Ncl ∼

−20. If PBHs are produced on that scale then they have a small mass MPBH ≃ 10−15M⊙ at

formation, and after mergers and accretion could today lie in the region MPBH ≃ 10−12M⊙

where all the dark matter could be in the form of PBHs [9, 98].
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Figure 4.2: Quartic coupling λ and e-folds N corresponding to the Higgs field position
h, with marked special values as computed in §4.2 and §4.3: hmax, the maximum of the
Higgs potential; h60, its position 60 e-folds before the end of inflation; hcl, its classical roll
position; hend, its position at the end of inflation; hrescue, beyond which the SM Higgs
cannot be “rescued” by reheating so that it rolls back and oscillates around the origin after
inflation. The BSM Higgs adds a coupled scalar of suitable mass ms to eliminate the runaway
instability.
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The Higgs continues to roll to larger field values until the end of reheating when inter-

actions with the thermal bath lift the effective Higgs potential. If the Higgs lies within a

maximum rescuable distance hrescue,

hrescue ≃ 2400H, (4.13)

which we compute in §4.3, then after inflation it rolls safely back to the metastable elec-

troweak vacuum, oscillating in a roughly quadratic potential with a temperature-dependent

mass ∝ T ∝ 1/a until it decays to radiation on a uniform Hubble surface.

The behavior of Higgs perturbations through reheating is complicated. However, all rele-

vant physical scales are at this stage far outside the horizon. So long as a gradient expansion

holds, under which such perturbations can be absorbed into an approximate FLRW back-

ground for a local observer, then the curvature field after horizon crossing evolves locally,

with no explicit scale-dependence [99]. Therefore the Higgs contribution to the fully nonlin-

ear curvature field ζ on a uniform total density slice after the Higgs decays is related to the

curvature ζh on constant Higgs slices on superhorizon scales during inflation by

ζ|decay = R(ζh)× ζh|inflation , (4.14)

with all of the complicated physics of reheating absorbed into a local remapping R(ζh). More

generally, this local remapping would also involve inflaton curvature fluctuations but these

are statistically independent and can be calculated separately in the usual way. In linear

theory, the mapping becomes a simple rescaling factor

R ≡ lim
ζh→0

R(ζh). (4.15)

The power spectrum after Higgs decay is then related mode-by-mode to the power spectrum
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during inflation in a scale-independent fashion

∆2
ζ(k)

∣∣∣
decay

= R2 ∆2
ζh
(k)
∣∣∣
inflation

, (4.16)

in which the number R encodes all of the details of reheating.

It is therefore important to emphasize here that if the Higgs instability mechanism is

successful, such that ∆2
ζ ∼ 10−2 on PBH scales after the Higgs decays, then in linear theory

R must reach at least 0.1 for the order unity Higgs perturbations (4.10) to be converted

to curvature perturbations with the correct amplitude (4.5) to form sufficient PBHs and

the details of how this is achieved through reheating and Higgs decay are irrelevant for the

prediction of the linear power spectrum on other scales. In particular, its value on CMB scales

depends solely on the inflationary ∆2
ζh
(k). This form is controlled by the Higgs potential

itself and by the evolution of the Hubble rate during inflation. Therefore, the viability with

respect to CMB anisotropies of the PBH formation scenarios introduced in the literature

[91, 89, 92], which all assume mode evolution can be calculated linearly through reheating,

can be assessed independently of the details of the reheating model.

On the other hand, we shall see that the nonlinear nature of the Higgs instability plays

an important role in the mapping between ζh and ζ in Eq. (4.14). Here, though the mapping

remains local in that a given value of ζh(x⃗) at a given position x⃗ is mapped into a specific

value of ζ(x⃗), Fourier modes no longer evolve independently. Instead, we will compute the

mapping using the nonlinear δN formalism. This mapping does depend on the specifics

of how inflation ends, but is independent of physical scale. CMB scale fluctuations are in

principle calculable from the spatial field ζh(x⃗) determined by modes that froze out during

inflation.

To illustrate these concepts, we make a few simplifying assumptions about how inflation

and reheating proceed. We show in §4.2 that the most optimistic case for the scenario

occurs when H is effectively constant through inflation (see Eq. (4.44)). Therefore rather
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than introducing a specific inflaton potential we assume that inflation occurs at a fixed H and

ends after an appropriate number of e-foldings. The constant Hubble scale during inflation H

and the position hend of the Higgs at the end of inflation then together control the number of

e-folds between the classical-roll scale hcl and the end of inflation, and therefore they control

the physical scales on which PBHs are formed.

We then assume that at the end of inflation, the inflaton decays instantly into radiation

and that the Higgs later also suddenly decays into radiation, as in the model proposed in

Ref. [91]. Maximizing R in linear theory requires that the position of the Higgs at the end

of inflation, hend, is as close as possible to the maximum rescuable distance hrescue. This

criticality requirement motivates the various choices of scale in Eqs. (4.8)-(4.12), following

Ref. [91]. Once hend is set in this way, the value H = 1012 GeV is chosen to give a certain

mass scale to PBHs by fixing Ncl ∼ −20.

However, evolving the Higgs on the unstable side of its potential during inflation is

dangerous, and the required proximity of hend to hrescue aggravates the situation beyond

linear theory. Due to quantum fluctuations of the Higgs during inflation, there are regions in

which the local Higgs value at the end of inflation exceeds the background value, overshoots

hrescue, and cannot be restored by reheating to the metastable electroweak vacuum created

thermally. Such vacuum decay bubbles, with infinitely growing |ρh|, expand even after the

end of inflation and eventually engulf our current horizon. These quantum fluctuations occur

independently in the e120 causally disconnected regions at Ncl ∼ −20 which make up our

current horizon, and therefore avoiding the vacuum decay bubbles requires extreme fine-

tuning [89]. In §4.3.4, we will cast this fine-tuning in terms of a breakdown in linear theory

at the end of inflation, and we will show using the nonlinear δN formalism that fine-tuning

away the vacuum decay bubbles directly tunes away the PBH abundance.

Vacuum decay bubbles can be avoided by stabilizing the Higgs at some large field value

between hend and hrescue. By adding a singlet heavy scalar of mass ms with appropriate
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couplings to the theory, a threshold effect can be exploited to lift the Higgs effective po-

tential during inflation and induce a new true minimum at h ∼ ms, preventing unbounded

runaway [100, 92]. For the purposes of this mechanism this Higgs potential beyond the

Standard Model can be modeled as

λBSM ≃ λSM +
δλ

2

[
1 + tanh

(
h−ms

δ

)]
, (4.17)

such that for h ≪ ms the potential is as in the SM, given in (4.7), while for h ≫ ms

the potential is increased by δλ(h4/4). The step height δλ should be such that the Higgs

potential is stabilized, the step position ms should be close to hrescue, and the step width δ

sufficiently narrow to not interfere with hend. In Fig. 4.2, we plot the Higgs potential with

the representative choices {δλ,ms, δ} = {0.02, 2000H, 100H}. While the BSM potential

does not suffer from vacuum decay bubbles, it still experiences a breakdown in linearity at

the end of inflation. We will therefore also use the nonlinear δN formalism to compute the

conversion of ζh to ζ in this case.

Despite this difference at the end of inflation, the SM and BSM potentials are identical

until large field values and therefore ∆2
ζh

during inflation is the same in both potentials.

Fluctuations at this stage can be locally remapped onto ∆2
ζ . For a successful PBH model,

this remapping must still achieve ∆2
ζ ∼ 10−2 in both cases. We will therefore focus on the

SM potential until we begin discussing nonlinear effects at the end of inflation in §4.3.

4.2 Higgs During Inflation

In this section, we compute the power spectrum of the Higgs fluctuations from their produc-

tion inside the horizon through to a common epoch when all modes relevant for observation

are superhorizon in scale.

In §4.2.1, we present the equation of motion for the Higgs and describe the local com-
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petition between stochastic kicks and classical roll which governs its evolution. In §4.2.2,

we argue that a well-defined background for the Higgs exists during the inflationary epochs

relevant for observations, and that Higgs fluctuations during inflation can be computed by

linearizing around this background mode-by-mode. In §4.2.3, we follow this procedure and

compute the Higgs power spectrum during inflation at all scales relevant for observations,

regarding the Higgs field as a spectator and hence dropping metric perturbations.

Combined, these arguments will show that during inflation the Higgs power spectrum at

CMB scales is larger than the Higgs power spectrum at the primordial black hole scales

∆2
ζh
(kCMB) > ∆2

ζh
(kPBH). (4.18)

After the conversion of these superhorizon Higgs fluctuations during inflation into cur-

vature fluctuations after inflation through Eq. (4.14), this leads to

∆2
ζ(kCMB) > ∆2

ζ(kPBH), (4.19)

in linear theory. Accounting for nonlinearity, we shall see that a similar relation between the

scales holds as long as the mapping between the Higgs and curvature fluctuations is local.

Therefore the first conclusion of the present paper is that in the Higgs vacuum instability

scenario, a large amplitude of the power spectrum on small scales generating PBHs is ruled

out by the CMB normalization. Conversely, if one chooses a different set of parameters

in this scenario in order to satisfy the CMB normalization, one ends up with a small-scale

power spectrum of at most O(10−9) which fails to form PBHs.
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4.2.1 Classical Roll vs Stochastic Kicks

The equation of motion for the position- and time-dependent Higgs field h(x⃗, N) is the

Klein-Gordon equation

□h(x⃗, N) =
∂V

∂h

∣∣∣∣
h(x⃗,N)

≡ V,h
∣∣
h(x⃗,N)

, (4.20)

where here and throughout we denote partial derivatives with comma subscripts for com-

pactness.

An important scale in this equation is the classical-roll scale hcl, defined as follows. Every

e-fold, the potential derivative leads h(x⃗, N) to roll by

∆h ≃ − 1

3H2
V,h
∣∣
h(x⃗,N)

. (4.21)

Meanwhile, if one splits the field into a piece averaged on scales larger than a fixed proper

distance ∼ 1/H and small scale modes which continually cross the averaging scale, the small

scale modes can be viewed as providing a local stochastic noise term to the equation for the

coarse-grained superhorizon field [101, 102]. The rms of this noise term each e-fold is

⟨∆h2⟩
1
2 ≃ H

2π
. (4.22)

In the language of perturbation theory, this is the per e-fold rms of the free field fluctuation

δh and leads to a stochastic behavior of h(x⃗, N). There are no subtleties involved in using

N as a time coordinate since the number of e-folds is not a stochastic quantity so long as

the Higgs remains a spectator.

The location hcl in the potential where the roll contribution and the stochastic contri-

bution are equal,

− 1

3H2
V,h
∣∣
hcl

=
H

2π
, (4.23)
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defines the ‘classical roll’ scale hcl beyond which the classical term dominates the evolution

of h(x⃗, N). We show this scale in Fig. 4.2, where it lies at hcl ≃ 8.3H.

The classical-roll scale is important because in slow-roll, Higgs modes which cross the

horizon when the background satisfies Eq. (4.23) generically have a large power spectrum.

In particular, the Higgs power spectrum at the scale kcl which crosses the horizon at Ncl =

N(hcl) is order one at horizon crossing,

∆2
ζh
(kcl) ∼

⟨∆h2⟩
(∆h)2

∼ 1. (4.24)

If these Higgs fluctuations are converted to large curvature fluctuations, they can satisfy the

requirements of §4.1 such that kcl = kPBH.

4.2.2 Background and Linearization

We split h(x⃗, N) equation into a background and perturbations

h(x⃗, N) = h(N) + δh(x⃗, N). (4.25)

Here we define the background to be the part of the field representing the spatial average

over our Hubble patch. Therefore at N ∼ −60, the spatial average for the perturbation

vanishes, ⟨δh(x⃗,−60)⟩ = 0. The fluctuations are then generated by kicks from quantum

fluctuations at N > −60.

To evolve the Higgs field under Eq. (4.20) we need to evaluate its position on the potential

after N = −60, as established by its classical roll or quantum kicks. To do this, we need to

establish whether the perturbations δh(x⃗, N) are linear around the background h(N).

For the mechanism to work, there should be a well-defined classical roll to the Higgs field

at Ncl, and we can linearize the Higgs fluctuations at that epoch as usual [91, 89]. Between

−60 ≲ N ≲ Ncl, there is a competition between the local stochastic kicks and the bulk
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classical roll, and we need to check whether the kicks destabilize the average field in our

Hubble patch.

In linear theory, stochastic kicks at the same x⃗ but subsequent times evolve independently

from each other. In particular, the potential term in the Klein-Gordon equation controls their

interactions. When the Higgs is a spectator field, and we can expand this term around the

homogeneous piece as

V,h
∣∣
h(x⃗,N)

= V,h
∣∣
h(N)

+ δh(x⃗, N) V,hh
∣∣
h(N)

+ . . . (4.26)

where ‘. . .’ contains terms higher order in δh(x⃗, N). If we neglect the higher order terms,

then each subsequent kick evolves as a free field and, as previously mentioned, has rms H/2π

at horizon crossing. The higher order terms then are suppressed relative to the linear term

by
1

2

V,hhh
V,hh

√
⟨δh2⟩ ≃ 1

2

V,hhh
V,hh

H

2π
, (4.27)

in which we approximate all modes by their value at horizon crossing, which is appropriate

while both the inflaton and the Higgs fields are slowly rolling. We plot this quantity for the

Standard Model Higgs potential in Fig. 4.3 and show that it is less than one at all scales in

the unstable region.

Therefore, the distance traveled due to stochastic kicks between N = −60 and Ncl

accumulates as a random walk. For Ncl = −20, they therefore lead to a displacement

|∆h|stochastic =
H

2π
×
√
40 ≃ H. (4.28)

This is significantly less than the distance between the classical-roll scale hcl = 8.3H and

the maximum of the potential hmax = 4H. This means that stochastic kicks do not, over

40 e-folds, kick our horizon into the other side of the potential. Therefore our whole Hubble

volume was on the unstable side of the potential when it crossed the inflationary horizon at
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Figure 4.3: Interaction strength for modes of the typical horizon crossing amplitude H/2π
from (4.27). Since it is far less than one at the relevant scales h60 and hcl, modes evolve
independently and the cumulative background roll (4.31) dominates over the stochastic dis-
placement (4.28). Linear perturbation theory holds until δh grows much larger than H/2π,
near hend (see §4.3.4).

N = −60.

Moreover, the total displacement from stochastic kicks (4.28) is less than the amount the

background field rolls in these 40 e-folds as we shall now see. For a homogeneous field h(N),

Eq. (4.20) becomes

h′′ + (3− ϵH)h′ +
V,h

H2
= 0, (4.29)

where ϵH = −H ′/H is the first Hubble slow-roll parameter, which is zero during the exact

de Sitter inflation in our fiducial model.

The initial conditions h60 and h′60 for this equation should be such that the Higgs reaches

the desired field position hend at the end of inflation close enough to hrescue such that R is

maximized. With one constraint and two initial values, a range of h′60 and h60 can lead to

h(N = 0) = hend. Assuming attractor initial conditions for the Higgs, we choose

h′60 = − 1

(3− ϵH)H2
V,h
∣∣
h60

, (4.30)
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making the initial field position given by Eq. (4.11) h60 ≃ 5.8H, when hend is set by

Eq. (4.12).

Therefore the classical roll from −60 to Ncl is

|∆h|roll = |h60 − hcl| = 2.5H, (4.31)

which is significantly larger than the stochastic displacement (4.28) but is nonetheless safely

on the unstable side of the potential. This occurs despite the fact that each stochastic kick

is larger than the per e-fold roll because the roll is coherent across our Hubble volume while

the kicks are random.

Therefore we have a consistent picture where if we begin with an average field in our

horizon volume around h60 ∼ 5.8H, then our local background will reach hcl at N ∼ −20,

unspoiled by stochastic kicks. Between these scales perturbations are linear, thanks to

Fig. 4.3, and subdominant over the background roll. Our background will then continue to

roll to hend, where the Higgs will be uplifted. We plot this background in the lower panel

of Fig. 4.2. App. A of Ref. [4] shows that this picture is consistent with the creation of our

background from superhorizon stochastic fluctuations.

We can now use this background to solve for δh mode by mode during inflation for all

relevant observational scales as in linear theory. This linearization depends on ignoring the

interaction of Higgs fluctuations rather than the full machinery of linear perturbation theory

for the metric and the matter, and in particular its validity does not assume |ζh| ≪ 1.

Higgs nonlinearities become important in the last e-fold of inflation and beyond as the field

fluctuations are amplified by the Higgs instability. Such nonlinear effects will affect the

superhorizon CMB and PBH modes equally as we shall show in §4.3.
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4.2.3 Higgs Power Spectrum

The linearized Klein-Gordon equation for the Fourier mode δhk(N) of δh(x⃗, N) in spatially

flat gauge is (
d2

dη2
+ 2

ȧ

a

d

dη
+ k2

)
δhk + a2δV k

,h ≃ 0, (4.32)

where δV k
,h = V,hhδh

k during inflation, and note that, unlike in the rest of this thesis, in this

chapter an overdot denotes a derivative with respect to the conformal time η. Here we have

dropped metric perturbations, which are suppressed when the Higgs is a spectator; these are

restored in App. B of Ref. [4] for completeness.

The Klein-Gordon equation can then be conveniently expressed in terms of the auxiliary

variable uk ≡ aδhk,

ük +

(
k2 − ä

a
+ a2V,hh

)
uk = 0, (4.33)

which holds at all orders of background and Higgs slow roll parameters. To order O(ϵ2H)

and O(ϵHηH), where ηH is the second Hubble roll parameter (see, e.g., Ref. [51]), but fully

general in terms of the Higgs roll, we can write

ük +

(
k2 − z̈

z

)
uk = 0, (4.34)

where

z ≡ Hḣ. (4.35)

This equation, of the Mukhanov-Sasaki type, is conveniently solved in the variable s ≡ ηend−

η, the positive decreasing conformal time to the end of inflation (see, e.g., Refs. [103, 10]).

First, let us focus on the evolution in the superhorizon regime. In that limit, the analytic
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solution for the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation (4.34) is given by

uk

z
= c0 + c1

∫
dη

z2
, (4.36)

where c0 and c1 are constants. So long as the second mode is decaying, we therefore have

that on superhorizon scales
δhk

h′
= c0H

2 +O(ϵH , ηH). (4.37)

In linear theory, the curvature perturbation on uniform Higgs density slices is obtained by

gauge transformation as

ζkh = −
δρkh
ρ′h

≃ −δh
k

h′
, (4.38)

where first the approximate equality indicates that when the Higgs is slowly rolling, uniform

Higgs density and uniform Higgs field slicing coincide to order ϵH (see [4]). More generally

ζh is defined as the change in e-folds from a spatially flat surface to a constant density

Higgs surface. This linear approximation holds so long as ρ′′h/ρ
′2
h δρh ≪ 1, as it is here (see

Eq. (4.61)).

Using the superhorizon evolution equation (4.37), we therefore have that if H evolves dur-

ing inflation, the curvature on uniform Higgs density slices is not conserved on superhorizon

scales and in particular decays according to

ζkh
′

ζkh
= −2ϵH , (4.39)

at leading order in ϵH . This estimate of superhorizon evolution assumes only background

slow roll.

This superhorizon evolution is due to a pressure perturbation on uniform density slices

for the Higgs, in other words a nonadiabatic pressure, induced because the uniform Higgs

density slicing is not a uniform Hubble slicing when ϵH ̸= 0. This phenomenon is studied in
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detail in App. B of Ref. [4]. Conversely, if H is constant, then the fact that the Higgs field

evolves onto an attractor solution implies that nonadiabatic stress vanishes thereafter and

ζh is conserved nonlinearly. In this case, much like single-field slow-roll inflation, the Higgs

field supplies the only clock and field perturbations are equivalent to changing that clock on

the background trajectory.

Next, let us focus on the evolution from subhorizon scales to the superhorizon regime.

This evolution can be tracked by solving the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation (4.34) with Bunch-

Davies initial conditions deep inside the horizon

uk(s) =
1√
2k

(
1 +

i

ks

)
eiks. (4.40)

For analytic estimates, we can assume slow-roll evolution of z, in which case we can take the

de Sitter modefunction (4.40) to the superhorizon limit, and find that each field fluctuation

crosses the horizon with amplitude

δhk ≃ iH√
2k3

, (4.41)

and the field fluctuation power spectrum at that time is

∆2
δh(k) =

k3

2π2

∣∣∣δhk∣∣∣2 ≃
(
H

2π

)2

. (4.42)

Using the gauge transformation Eq. (4.38) with the field fluctuation Eq. (4.41) and the field

velocity from the slow-roll solution of Eq. (4.29), the curvature perturbation on uniform
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Higgs density hypersurfaces at horizon crossing is

ζkh(ηk) ≃ − iH√
2k3

1

h′

∣∣∣∣
ηk

≃ − iH√
2k3

(3− ϵH)H2

−V,h

∣∣∣∣
ηk

. (4.43)

To lowest order in Higgs- and background-slow-roll ηk is chosen to be the epoch of horizon-

crossing kηk = 1, but to next order can be optimized to kηk = exp [7/3− ln 2− γE ], with

γE the Euler-Mascheroni constant [103, 10].

We can now estimate the relative amplitude of ∆2
ζh

on CMB and PBH scales. Choosing

some comparison time η∗ once both scales have exited the horizon but far enough from the

end of inflation that slow-roll parameters are still small, we have

∆2
ζh
(kCMB)

∆2
ζh
(kPBH)

∣∣∣∣∣
η∗

≃
(
HPBH

HCMB

)4 k3CMB

∣∣∣ζkCMB
h

∣∣∣2
ηk

k3PBH

∣∣∣ζkPBH
h

∣∣∣2
ηk

≃
(
HCMB

HPBH

)2
(
V,h|PBH
V,h|CMB

)2

, (4.44)

where we have used at horizon crossing the Higgs slow-roll expression (4.43) and outside the

horizon the Hubble slow-roll expression (4.37). Thus in the generic situation where H is

decreasing and the Higgs rolls downhill, we find that ∆2
ζh
(kCMB)/∆

2
ζh
(kPBH) > 1. The most

optimistic case for the scenario is therefore the one where H is strictly constant between the

CMB and PBH scales, and it still results in ∆2
ζh
(kCMB)/∆

2
ζh
(kPBH) > 1.

We show in Fig. 4.4 the Higgs power spectrum computed by solving the Mukhanov-Sasaki

equation exactly in the optimistic case where H is constant between CMB and classical-roll

scales, evaluated at the convenient time η∗ when all relevant modes have crossed the horizon.

We compare this exact solution to the slow-roll expression (4.43) with the optimized freeze-

out epoch. For decreasing H, the ratio ∆2
ζh
(kCMB)/∆

2
ζh
(kPBH) would be larger than the
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Figure 4.4: The Higgs power spectrum during inflation computed as described in §4.2.3
on a uniform Higgs energy density slice by exact solution of the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation
(4.34) (solid blue) and by the optimized slow-roll approximation (4.43) (dashed red), at some
time η∗ after the relevant modes have crossed the horizon in the optimistic scenario where
H is constant until η∗. The Higgs power spectrum is larger on CMB scales than on the
classical-roll scales.

one estimated from Fig. 4.4.

These Higgs fluctuations at η∗ will be converted to a total curvature fluctuations after

Higgs decay by the factor R(ζh)2 which we discuss in §4.3. The key is that this mapping

affects all mode contributions to ζh uniformly. For example in linear theory R is a constant

whose value must be ∼ 0.1 for successful PBH formation at kPBH. Eq. (4.44) determines the

total curvature power relative to this scale. In particular, the power spectrum at CMB scales

is an order of magnitude larger than the power spectrum at the classical-roll scale. It is simply

a feature of the Higgs potential that the field slope increases as the Higgs goes farther into

the unstable region, and therefore that the Higgs fluctuation shrinks as k increases. Thus,

a model with ∆2
ζh
(kCMB)/∆

2
ζh
(kPBH) > 1 that forms PBHs at kPBH will necessarily violate

CMB constraints.

The results of this section hold equally for the SM and BSM potential. The difference

between the two potentials enters only into R(ζh) which converts these results into the final

curvature perturbation after Higgs decay. More generally as long as this mapping depends
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only on field amplitude and not on k explicitly, PBHs cannot be formed from the Higgs

instability without violating CMB constraints.

∗ ∗ ∗

In summary, we have shown that during inflation

∆2
ζh
(kCMB) > ∆2

ζh
(kPBH). (4.45)

As we argued in §4.1, the conversion of the inflationary ζh to the final ζ depends only

on the amplitude of ζh and thus all the information about reheating can be encoded in a

scale-independent function R(ζh).

This means that in linear theory, where R is a constant, if primordial black holes are

produced on small scales then on large scales

∆2
ζ(kCMB) > ∆2

ζ(kPBH) ≳ 10−2, (4.46)

which is incompatible with measurements of the CMB.

Nonlinearly, when CMB and PBH modes cannot be tracked independently through the

final e-folding of inflation and reheating, the ∆2
ζh
(k) results in this section provide the super-

horizon initial conditions which can be mapped to the final ζ. Given that this local mapping

R(ζh) does not distinguish between Higgs fluctuations of different physical scales, we will

argue in §4.3 that even nonlinearly, Higgs induced curvature fluctuations on CMB scales will

be larger than those on PBH scales.

We now study in §4.3 the specific values taken by the conversion function R(ζh) itself.

This will allow us to determine whether or not the Higgs fluctuations computed here can

be transferred into large enough curvature perturbations to form PBHs, regardless of the

compatibility with the CMB. Moreover, given that we have produced large Higgs fluctuations
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on CMB scales, this will allow us to determine under which conditions Higgs criticality is

incompatible with the small curvature fluctuations observed in the CMB.

4.3 Higgs and Reheating

We now track the curvature perturbations ζh on uniform Higgs density slices during inflation,

computed in §4.2, through the end of inflation, reheating, and Higgs decay to compute the

final curvature perturbations ζ on uniform total density hypersurfaces relevant for PBH

formation.

In §4.3.1, we discuss how the Higgs evolves near the end of inflation and present the basic

features of the instantaneous reheating model proposed by Ref. [91].

In §4.3.2, we discuss how to use the nonlinear δN formalism to convert ζh to ζ for any

local reheating scenario, and we discuss jump conditions which much be satisfied during

instantaneous reheating. We also present linearized δN formulae which yield results cor-

responding to those of linear perturbation theory, allowing an important crosscheck of the

computation.

In §4.3.3, we follow the assumption of Refs. [91, 89, 92, 104] that linear theory holds

through reheating and we compute explicitly the conversion of the inflationary ζh to the final

ζ. We show that energy conservation at reheating, neglected in previous works, prevents the

model from achieving the required R = 0.1 for both the SM and BSM potentials and thus

PBH are not produced in sufficient quantities to be the dark matter in linear theory.

In §4.3.4 we show that linear theory is in fact violated at the end of inflation and we

explicitly compute the full nonlinear conversion R(ζh) for the SM and BSM Higgs effective

potentials. We show that PBHs in sufficient abundance to be the dark matter are never

formed, second-order gravitational waves are suppressed, and only for a special class of

criticality scenarios can observable perturbations be produced on CMB scales.
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Figure 4.5: The (negative) Higgs energy density evolution during inflation, with H = const.
N = 0 corresponds to the end of inflation for the background, and N > 0 shows how the
Higgs energy would evolve in local regions in advance of the background. The SM Higgs
(dashed blue) at N = 0 is close to saturating the rescue condition (4.53) (blue star). The
BSM Higgs (solid red) hits a wall during inflation and therefore is always rescued. Due to
the Higgs attractor behavior, the exact value of ζ(0+) for any given local shift δN = ζh can
be read off using Eq. (4.59).

4.3.1 Instantaneous Reheating

As the Higgs travels farther and farther on the unstable side of the SM potential, it rolls

faster and faster and if inflation never ended its energy density would diverge in finite time.

In Fig. 4.5, we show this ρh during this last phase of the instability as a function of the

number of e-folds. Of course inflation does end and for our chosen example this occurs at

N = 0 and a field value hend in the background. In this case, N > 0 then shows how the

Higgs energy would continue to evolve if inflation did not end at N = 0. This range around

N = 0 will also be useful when we consider perturbations that can be ahead of or behind

the background value.

As we can see, the fiducial position of the background SM Higgs we have chosen is

near-critical. Its energy is increasing rapidly and if inflation lasts much longer it will gain

sufficient energy such that it is no longer a spectator. On this edge, the background Higgs

field experiences the same evolution in the SM and BSM cases by construction (see Fig. 4.5).
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Once inflation ends, the process of reheating transfers the inflaton’s energy to radiation.

The Higgs then no longer evolves in vacuum and the Klein-Gordon equation becomes

□h = V T
,h , (4.47)

where V T is the thermal effective potential in a bath of temperature T [90],

V T = V +
1

2
M2

Th
2e−h/2πT , M2

T ≃ 0.12T 2. (4.48)

If reheating is instantaneous, as proposed by Ref. [91], then the total energy is conserved

across it, (
ρϕ + ρh

)
(0−) = (ρr + ρh) (0

+). (4.49)

The division of the total energy density after inflation into a radiation piece ρr and a

thermal component to the Higgs ρh is somewhat arbitrary. Since to leading order in ρh/ρtot,

the curvature perturbation after the Higgs has decayed depends only on the conservation of

the total energy, for convenience we choose to define ρr as a separately conserved thermal

piece obeying the equation of motion

ρ′r = −4ρr, (4.50)

and the thermal bath temperature T is then

T =

(
30ρr
π2g∗

)1/4

, (4.51)

where g∗ = 106.75 is the number of degrees of freedom in the Standard Model. Conservation

of the total stress-energy along with the Higgs equation of motion (4.47) then imply that
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the separately conserved Higgs energy is

ρh ≡ 1

2

ḣ2

a2
+ V T . (4.52)

Changes in V T as the Higgs rolls down the effective potential then provide kinetic energy

for the field as if it were a true potential energy.

Since 3H2(0−) = (ρϕ + ρh)(0
−), neglecting the Higgs’ energy density contribution

to H during inflation but including it after entails a dynamically negligible O(ρh/ρϕ) ∼

O(ρh/3H
2) discontinuity in the Hubble rate at the end of inflation Hend (see Fig. 4.5). On

the other hand, strict energy conservation (4.49) at reheating is important because we will

evaluate perturbations on constant density surfaces.

After reheating, the thermal effective potential in Eq. (4.47) will rescue the Higgs from

the unbounded SM minimum so long as

Max [h] < hrescue, (4.53)

where Max [h] is the maximum displacement of the Higgs field and hrescue is the peak of

the thermal potential V T . Due to the nonzero kinetic energy of the Higgs at the end of

inflation, Max [h] is larger than the field displacement at the end of inflation hend. We mark

the maximal point which saturates this bound with a star in Fig. 4.5.

Neglecting the exponential term, we find that the peak of the uplifted potential at re-

heating is

h
(0)
rescue =

MT√
|λSM|

, (4.54)

a solution which can be iterated to account for the exponential term, yielding

h
(1)
rescue = h

(0)
rescuee

−h
(0)
rescue/4πT ∼ 1.6

√
HendMPl, (4.55)
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where we have used |λ| ∼ 0.007 and which with Hend = 1012 GeV evaluates to ∼ 2500H.

The value of the uplifted Higgs potential at this approximate maximum is

V T (h
(1)
rescue) ∼ 0.02H2

endM
2
Pl. (4.56)

These scalings are in good agreement with the exact calculation for h(0)rescue/4πT ≪ 1 and

they serve to highlight the dependence of the results with parameter choices. For our fiducial

parameter set, the exact calculation yields hrescue ≃ 2400Hend, V T (hrescue) ≃ 0.02H2
endM

2
Pl.

If the Higgs is rescued, then it oscillates in its uplifted temperature-dependent potential,

redshifting as radiation on the cycle-average up to corrections from the non-quadratic com-

ponents of its potential, until it decays on the e-fold timescale on constant Hubble surfaces.

The rescue point is therefore relevant even for the BSM potential. In our example shown

in Fig. 4.5, we set the ms barrier close to hrescue to maximize the instability while ensuring

that the field returns to the electroweak vacuum after reheating.

We now describe in §4.3.2 how to track perturbations through the end of inflation and

this instantaneous reheating epoch.

4.3.2 Nonlinear Curvature Evolution

The PBH abundance depends on the probability that the local horizon averaged density field

exceeds some collapse threshold δc. We approximate this by the Gaussian probability that

the curvature on uniform total density slices ζ lies above some threshold ζc. We therefore

need to compute ζ after the Higgs decays.

Nonlinearly in the Higgs field perturbations, the transformation of the curvature on

uniform Higgs density slicing during inflation ζh to the curvature on uniform total density

slicing after inflation ζ can be performed in the δN formalism [66, 67, 68, 105], which allows

us to evolve superhorizon perturbations by counting the number of e-folds of expansion from
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an initial flat slice at some convenient initial time Ni to a uniform total density slice at a

final time N ,

ζ(N, x⃗) = N (ρα(Ni, x⃗); ρtot(N))−N (ρ̄α(Ni); ρtot(N)), (4.57)

where N is the local number of e-folds of expansion from the initial flat hypersurface at

Ni on which any fields α have energy densities ρα(Ni, x⃗) = ρ̄α(Ni) + δρα(Ni, x⃗) to a final

surface of uniform total density ρtot(N), and N is the corresponding expansion of the un-

perturbed universe. Using the separate universe assumption, N can be computed in terms

of background FLRW equations for a universe with the labeled energy contents.

If we chose Ni to be some time during inflation when we know the superhorizon density

fluctuation δρh (or ζh) from our computation in §4.2, then since we are considering only

perturbations sourced by the Higgs we can make the inflaton density at Ni implicit and keep

only the dependence on the initial δρh. We will perform this fully general calculation in

§4.3.4.

To understand these results, it is also useful to have a simple analytic approximation for

the impact of reheating given conditions just before reheating. In this case we can set the

initial time just after reheating at Ni = 0+. The Higgs energy density is a small component

of the total energy budget, and therefore to leading order in ζ we can evaluate the δN

formula assuming that ρtot ∝ a−4 to find

ζ(0+, x⃗) ≃ 1

4
ln

(
ρtot(0

+, x⃗)

ρ̄tot(0+)

)
≃ ρtot(0

+, x⃗)− ρ̄tot(0
+)

12H2
end

. (4.58)
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Conservation of energy at reheating (4.49) then implies the N = 0 jump condition

ζ(0+, x⃗) =
ρh(0

−, x⃗)− ρ̄h(0
−)

12H2
end

. (4.59)

Note that this condition applies to nonlinear Higgs density fluctuations |(ρh − ρ̄h)/ρ̄h| ≫ 1

so long as |(ρh − ρ̄h)/ρ̄tot| ≪ 1.

We can see from (4.59) that the post-inflationary energy partitioning chosen in (4.49)

does not enter into the total curvature just after reheating. Instead, ζ(0+, x⃗) is determined

solely by energy conservation.

We can further simplify this condition by noting that to the extent that H is constant

during inflation, which we have shown by (4.44) is the most optimistic scenario for PBH

production, the shift in e-folds to a constant Higgs energy density δNh = ζh is conserved

nonlinearly.1 Therefore ρh(0−, x⃗) = ρ̄h(−δNh), with this Higgs density computed as though

inflation did not end at N = 0 as in Fig. 4.5. We can therefore read off ζ(0+, x⃗) for a given

ζh from ρ̄h(N) as

ζ(0+, x⃗) =
ρ̄h(−ζh)− ρ̄h(0

−)
12H2

∣∣∣
inf
, (4.60)

where |inf denotes this convention of evaluating the background as if inflation never ends.

Before using these nonlinear formulae (4.57) and (4.60) in §4.3.4, we will in §4.3.3 perform

the calculation using linear perturbation theory. To validate the linear theory calculations,

below we derive linear approximations to the δN formulae.

The full δN formula (4.57) can be linearized in δρhi ≡ δρh(Ni, x⃗) to obtain

ζ ≃
∂N (ρhi ; ρtot)

∂ρhi
δρhi ≃ −

∂N (ρhi ; ρtot)

∂ρhi
ρ′hiζhi , (4.61)

where ρhi and the ρ′hi are Higgs density and its derivative at Ni and ζhi is the Higgs curvature

1. If H evolves, the leading order effect will be simply to shrink the Higgs δNh.
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at that time. Likewise, a linear Taylor expansion of the jump condition (4.60) is given by

ζ(0+, x⃗) ≃ −ζh(0−)×
ρ̄′h(0

−)

12H2
. (4.62)

The ratio −ρ′h(0
−)/12H2 is the rescaling factor R(0+) if H is constant through to the end

of inflation.

As we shall see below, these linear δN formulae provide an important point of contact

between the nonlinear δN and linear perturbation theory approaches.

4.3.3 Linear Conversion

We now follow the assumption of Refs. [91, 89, 92, 104] that linear theory holds through

reheating, and we show that under this assumption primordial black holes cannot be the

dark matter.

While Higgs field values h and δh and their derivatives h′ and δh′ are all continuous

through reheating, the Higgs potential and its slope change instantaneously when the Higgs

potential is uplifted. Therefore the Higgs energy density (4.52), its derivative

ρ′h = −3
ḣ2

a2
− V T

,TT, (4.63)

and its perturbation

δρh =
1

a2
ḣδḣ+ V T

,h δh+ V T
,T δT, (4.64)

are not continuous with their values at N = 0−. δT here is any perturbation in the bath

temperature correlated with the Higgs, which we shall see is generically induced at reheating.

For simplicity, we have omitted here a contribution to the perturbed energy density coming

from the metric lapse perturbation. Again, these are restored in App. B of [4]. Its relative

contribution is negligible.
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The jump in ρ′h

∆
[
ρ′h
]
= −V T

,TT, (4.65)

and in the energy density perturbation

∆ [δρh] = δh
(
V T
,h − V,h

)
+ V T

,T δT, (4.66)

imply that the curvature perturbation (4.38) on constant Higgs energy density slices is

discontinuous at reheating. This instantaneous change in ζh is due to an instantaneous

source in the conservation equation from the interaction of the Higgs with the thermal bath.

However, the instantaneous increase in the Higgs energy density perturbation δρh does

not come for free. Conservation of energy, which we imposed at the level of the background

in Eq. (4.49), also holds locally. It implies that the increase in the Higgs energy density is

counterbalanced by an induced perturbation in the radiation field

δρr(0
+) = −∆ [δρh] , (4.67)

and therefore that the Higgs and radiation energy densities after uplift are nearly canceling.

In other words, the uplift creates a Higgs-radiation isocurvature fluctuation rather than a net

curvature fluctuation. To the extent that the Higgs fluctuation then redshifts like radiation,

the isocurvature mode does not subsequently contribute to the curvature fluctuation.

The conserved curvature on uniform radiation density slices which corresponds to this

induced radiation perturbation is

ζr = −δρr
ρ′r

=
δT

T
, (4.68)

and solving for the radiation perturbation (4.67) using the jump in Higgs energy (4.66) and
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Eq. (4.68), we find

δρr(0
+) = −δh

(
V T
,h − V,h

)(
1− V T

,T
T

ρ′r

)−1

. (4.69)

This induced radiation perturbation comes from the direct interaction of the Higgs with the

radiation during the thermal uplift. It is distinct from radiation perturbations corresponding

to intrinsic inflaton fluctuations, which are uncorrelated and can be computed separately, or

to inflaton perturbations produced by the gravitational influence of the Higgs perturbations

during inflation, which are suppressed.

This radiation perturbation was omitted in Refs. [91, 104, 92, 89], though it in fact its

role in conserving total energy has a large impact on the final curvature perturbation ζ.

In particular, on a constant total density surface, the curvature perturbation is given by

Eq. (4.2), reproduced here for convenience,

ζ =

(
1−

ρ′h
ρ′tot

)
ζr +

ρ′h
ρ′tot

ζh. (4.70)

Immediately after the uplift of the Higgs potential, ζ therefore satisfies

ζ(0+) = ζh(0
−)×

ρ′h(0
−)

ρ′tot(0
+)

≃ −ζh(0−)×
ρ′h(0

−)

12H2
end

, (4.71)

by virtue of Eq. (4.67). This equation is nothing but the linear jump condition (4.62), this

time derived from linear perturbation theory rather than the δN formalism.

To evolve ζ(N) from its value at ζ(0+), we must solve for the Higgs perturbations after

uplift. Again the most important aspect of this calculation is energy conservation. Energy

conservation guarantees that the cancellation responsible for the suppression in the starting

value ζ(0+) is maintained on a timescale short compared to an e-fold.

Although during inflation we assumed the Higgs is a spectator, after potential uplift we
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Figure 4.6: The curvature perturbation on uniform total energy slices computed in linear
perturbation theory with and without including radiation perturbations required by energy
conservation at reheating. These induced perturbations suppress the cycle-averaged curva-
ture by several orders of magnitude (see §4.3.3).

jointly solve the Higgs background equation (4.29), now with V → V T , and the radiation

background equation (4.50), with the Hubble rate determined by Friedmann equation. For

the perturbations we solve the linearized Klein-Gordon equation (4.32) for the Higgs, now

with a perturbed potential

δV Tk
,h = V T

,hhδh
k + V T

,hT δT
k, (4.72)

which accounts for the effect of temperature perturbations. Again the metric terms are

negligible and we exploit here that ζr is constant to avoid solving perturbation equations for

the radiation component; both are shown to be good approximations in App. B of [4].

To quantify the importance of the induced radiation perturbation (4.67), we chose hend

such that the post-inflationary Higgs contribution to the total ∆2
ζ(kPBH) is ∼ (0.1)2. This

is the calculation performed in the literature which suggests that primordial black holes can

be formed at the classical-roll scale. We then add the induced radiation contribution and

see how ∆ζ is affected.

We show these numerical results in Fig. 4.6. Here we plot ∆ζ(kPBH) with a phase
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convention φ such that the analogous superhorizon Higgs fluctuation

∆ζh ≡ eiφ
√
∆2
ζh
, (4.73)

is negative real during inflation. Note that ∆ζh changes sign at the potential uplift and

becomes positive real. After inflation, ∆ζ(kPBH) oscillates between negative and positive

values but stays real.

It is immediately clear from Fig. 4.6 that the induced radiation perturbation δρr sup-

presses the amplitude of the total curvature ζ by orders of magnitude, making it much more

difficult to achieve the required R = 0.1 in this model. For the fiducial background, which was

claimed to produce R = 0.1, by taking into account δρr we instead have R(0+) ≃ 3× 10−4.

In Fig. 4.7, we validate our calculation of ∆ζ(kPBH) by also computing ζ from the

linearized δN equation (4.61). The δN result relies solely on the behavior of the background

equations and thus is an independent check on the rather involved perturbation theory

calculations. The δN result agrees closely with our perturbation theory calculation and

confirms that the induced radiation perturbation is crucial in this mechanism. This test

would fail if the radiation compensation in Eq. (4.69) were omitted as in Refs. [91, 104, 92, 89].

ζ is not conserved after reheating, and in particular it oscillates due to the changing

nonadiabatic pressure induced as the Higgs oscillates. Even though oscillations in δρh are

relatively small, the initial near cancellation between δρh and δρr make them prominent in

ζ. Moreover, deviations of the Higgs potential from a simple quadratic with a temperature-

dependent mass make these oscillations grow in time. These effects are discussed in detail

in App. B of Ref. [4]. So long as the Higgs decay time, generally of order an e-fold, is larger

than the oscillation timescale, it is the cycle-averaged ζ that matters. Because of the initial

outgoing trajectory of the Higgs, the instantaneous value of |ζ| at N = 0+ is always larger

than the cycle average of the first oscillations.

To the extent that the cycle-averaged Higgs energy redshifts as radiation, the cycle-
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Figure 4.7: The linear perturbation theory calculation including induced radiation fluctu-
ations agrees well with the linearized δN result based on (4.61), validating our result that
energy conservation suppresses curvature fluctuations (see §4.3.3).

averaged value of ζ will be conserved. However, the nonquadratic terms in the Higgs potential

also cause deviation from this behavior which leads the near cancellation between the Higgs

and radiation energy densities gradually to break down.

In particular, Higgs perturbations redshift slightly slower than radiation on the cycle

average,2

⟨δρkh⟩ ∝ a−4−3∆w, (4.75)

with ∆w ≡ ⟨w⟩− 1/3 ∼ −0.004. Therefore the cancellation between the radiation piece and

the Higgs piece gradually becomes undone,

ζk = −
δρkr + δρkh

ρ′tot
∼ −

δρkr + δρkh
ρ′r

= ζkr +
δρkh
4ρr

, (4.76)

and ⟨ζk⟩ grows gradually.

2. The rate at which Higgs perturbations redshift (4.75) is different from the rate at which the background
Higgs redshifts,

⟨ρh⟩ ∝ a−4−3∆w, (4.74)

with ∆w ∼ −0.002. This means that there is also internal nonadiabatic stress in the Higgs field itself and
so the cycle averaged ζkh would also evolve.
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Once the Higgs piece dominates, the cycle-average becomes

⟨ζk⟩(N) ∼ −3

4

δρkh(0
+)

ρr(0+)
∆w ×N ∼ 10−3N. (4.77)

Thus the curvature grows to O(10−1) only on a timescale

∆N ∼ 100 e-folds. (4.78)

The Higgs must decay to radiation well before this, and therefore the curvature perturbations

cannot become large enough in this scenario to form PBHs.

Note that the details of the post-reheating evolution and in particular the de-cancellation

rate derived here do depend on the radiation-Higgs split in (4.49) through the temperature

dependence of the thermal potential (4.48). However, conservation of total energy on the

timescale of Higgs oscillations imposes that the total curvature can grow only on the e-fold

timescale, and only due to deviations in the redshifting rate of the different components.

Therefore the qualitative result that this growth will take many e-folds is robust to our

specific implementation here.

In summary, under the assumption that linear theory is valid through reheating, the Higgs

instability mechanism falls far short of being able to form PBHs as the dark matter. Models

that were previously thought to achieve the required R = 0.1 in fact produce R ≲ 10−3

once the radiation density perturbations required by energy conservation at reheating are

properly accounted for.

4.3.4 Nonlinear Conversion

In §4.3.3, we computed curvature fluctuations assuming that the Higgs perturbations remain

linear through reheating. In fact, the Higgs instability induces a breakdown of linear theory

when the background position of the Standard Model Higgs at the end of inflation hend is
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close to the maximum rescue scale hrescue.

This breakdown can be seen immediately from Fig. 4.5. With δN = ζh ∼ ±1, a typical

outwardly perturbed region of the Standard Model Higgs field crosses hrescue during inflation,

gains exceedingly large negative energy and will inevitably backreact on the background

trajectory. Reheating will be disrupted, the perturbed Higgs will not be rescued from the

unbounded vacuum, and our universe will be destroyed. Even for smaller δN which do not

cross hrescue, the perturbed Higgs energy density is not well represented by the linear Taylor

expansion (4.62) around the background value due to the extremely rapid evolution of ρh.

In terms of field interactions, linear theory itself also reveals its own breakdown. At the

end of inflation, an order unity ζh leads to an RMS Higgs fluctuation of roughly

δhend ≃ h′end ≃ − 1

3H2
λh3end, (4.79)

where we have used the Higgs slow-roll approximation throughout. With hend ∼ 103H and

|λ| ∼ 10−2 we have

δhend ≃ 107H, (4.80)

which as we have seen is orders of magnitude larger than the distance between hend ≃ 1200H

and hrescue ≃ 2400H. Moreover, the potential interaction ratio (4.27) is

1

2
δh
V,hhh
V,hh

≃ δh

4h
≃ 104 ≫ 1, (4.81)

and thus field fluctuations interact. Nevertheless, this breakdown has no effect on our pre-

vious computation of ∆2
ζh

during inflation since ζh is conserved nonlinearly so long as H ∼

const.

Though it was not phrased in terms of a breakdown of linear theory, Ref. [89] noted

that the Standard Model Higgs is generally not rescued in this scenario. It was argued

in Ref. [92] that the background hend can be placed near hrescue while multiverse and an-
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thropic considerations justify tuning the local Higgs field at the end of inflation such that

Max [h(x⃗)] < hrescue everywhere. However, tuning δh(x⃗) at the end of inflation is equivalent

to tuning δN = ζh to be small at the end of inflation and so it directly tunes away the ability

to form PBHs as we shall now show.
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Figure 4.8: The nonlinear mapping of the inflationary ζh to the post-reheating ζ(0+) =
R(ζh)|0+ ζh. Fluctuations outwards, toward the instability, correspond to −ζh > 0. The
horizontal axis scale is linear between ±10−4 and logarithmic elsewhere. R deviates from
the linear theory value ≃ 3×10−4 for fluctuations larger than about ±10−3. The horizontal
dashed lines indicate analytic saturation values (4.85) and (4.86). For the SM Higgs, the
maximal ζ satisfying the rescue condition (4.53) is marked with a star. For the BSM Higgs,
ζ saturates to a maximum. Neither value is large enough to form PBHs
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In Fig. 4.8 we show ζ(0+) as a function of ζh as computed using the nonlinear δN

formalism using Eq. (4.60) and Fig. 4.5. Linear theory holds for small enough inflationary

|ζh| ≲ 10−3, but breaks down for perturbations of the typical amplitude produced during

inflation.

Large inwards perturbations away from the instability, shown on the left-hand side of

Fig. 4.8, saturate to a constant ζ(0+) that is independent of ζh. These uphill kicks produce a

local Higgs energy density atN = 0− that has a much smaller magnitude than its background

value as can be seen in Fig. 4.5. Using Eq. (4.59), the left-hand side saturation can therefore

be written as

ζ inSM(0+) =
−ρ̄h(0−)
12H2

≃ +1.4× 10−6, (4.82)

which we show as a horizontal dashed line on the left-hand side in Fig. 4.8.

Outward perturbations of the SM Higgs toward the instability, shown on the right-hand

side of Fig. 4.8, are enhanced relative to linear theory. This is because the amplitude of the

energy density of the Higgs shown in Fig. 4.5 grows much faster than expected from a linear

approximation. The largest outward perturbations that satisfy the rescue condition (4.53)

produce a curvature

ζoutSM(0+) =
ρh(hrescue)− ρ̄h(0

−)
12H2

≃ −2.7× 10−6. (4.83)

Despite the enhancement of the Higgs perturbation relative to linear theory, ζoutSM evolves

after inflation much like the linear theory ζ computed in §4.3.3. The cycle average of ζoutSM(N)

is smaller than ζoutSM(0+). So long as the Higgs redshifts like radiation after inflation, this

value is then conserved. Nonlinear evolution does not change the conclusion of linear theory

on PBHs with the SM potential.

So far in this nonlinear calculation we have kept the background trajectory of the Higgs

fixed. We might wonder whether a different background Higgs trajectory, at fixed H, can
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achieve a larger value for the saturating ζ. Moving the background away from the instability

suppresses ρ̄h(0−), and so the largest curvature perturbation which can be produced in the

SM, maximized over the choice of background trajectory, is

ζmax
SM (0+) = ζoutSM(0+)− ζ inSM(0+) ≃ −4.1× 10−6, (4.84)

which is still insufficient to form PBHs. Therefore since ζ is uniquely determined by ζh in

this way, anthropically tuning away ζh(x⃗) or setting it to the edge of rescueability forbids the

Standard Model Higgs from forming PBHs in sufficient abundance to be the dark matter.

Ref. [92] proposed that the mechanism could function with a BSM potential derived

from the addition of a massive scalar as detailed in §4.1. The massive scalar adds a wall in

the potential between the field value where the background Higgs ends inflation hend and

the maximum rescuable point hrescue, preventing the local Higgs from reaching parts of the

potential from which it cannot be rescued by thermal uplift at reheating.

When CMB and PBH modes cross the horizon, the BSM potential behaves like the SM

potential and as we have seen in §4.2 this means that it generates larger inflationary ζh

perturbations on CMB scales than on PBH scales. In addition, so long as the background

trajectory never encounters the wall, this model behaves like the SM in linear theory and

yields R ≪ 0.1 as shown in §4.3.3.

However, whereas typical regions with outward field fluctuations were not rescued in

the SM, in the BSM case such regions oscillate in a new minimum of the potential during

inflation and then can be safely rescued at reheating.

To evolve fluctuations through this highly nonlinear process, we again use the nonlinear

δN formalism described in §4.3.2, just as in the Standard Model case, and the BSM results

for ζ(0+) are also shown in Fig. 4.8. We compute results using the representative parameter

set for the BSM scalar described in §4.1, and we will later show how our results scale with

different choices of model parameters.
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Inward perturbations of the BSM Higgs act just like inward perturbations in the SM and

thus again lead to the same saturation

ζ inBSM(0+) = ζ inSM(0+) ≃ +1.4× 10−6. (4.85)

Large outward Higgs perturbations hit the BSM potential wall, become trapped in the

new minimum at h ∼ ms, lose their kinetic energy, and end inflation with a potential

dominated Higgs with energy Vmin. This leads to a saturating curvature

ζoutBSM(0+) =
Vmin − ρ̄h(0

−)

12H2
end

≃ −2.4× 10−4, (4.86)

which we show with a horizontal dashed line on the right-hand side in Fig. 4.8. This value

is still too small to form enough PBHs to be the DM.

For perturbations which do not fully saturate this limit, ζ(0+) has a stepped behavior

and R(0+) an oscillatory one as depicted in Fig. 4.8. These features correspond to the energy

density oscillations for the BSM Higgs seen in Fig. 4.5, induced because the Higgs has large

oscillations around the potential minimum before settling on the e-fold timescale. Note that

the approximate equality of the linear theory R(0+) and the nonlinear R(0+) corresponding

to |ζh| ≃ 0.1 is a coincidence: changes to the background position change the linear theory

R(0+) while leaving R(0+) on this brief plateau fixed.

Once more we might wonder if a different choice of background trajectory could enhance

the saturation value, but in fact the maximum over background trajectories can again be

computed as

ζmax
BSM(0+) = ζoutBSM(0+)− ζ inBSM(0+) ≃ ζoutBSM(0+), (4.87)

and therefore PBHs cannot be formed for our fiducial BSM potential no matter the position

of the background or the size of initial fluctuation.

Note that so far we have only computed ζ(0+) for BSM. We should check whether ζ
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approximation ∆ζ(kPBH) of Fig. 4.7. The nonlinear evolution of ζ after reheating is too
small to form PBHs (see §4.3.4).

evolves significantly after N = 0+. We do so again with the δN formalism, using the full

Eq. (4.57). Since inward fluctuations lead to a negligible ζ(0+), we can select a typical

outward field fluctuation with ζh(x⃗) = ∆ζh(kPBH) ≃ −1 as an example.

We show this case in Fig. 4.9. As expected from Fig. 4.8, the nonlinearly evolved ζ is

small, comparable in amplitude to the linear ζ(0+) but not in its evolution. In fact ζ evolves

negligibly after N = 0+ and we can robustly conclude that PBHs are generically not formed

nonlinearly in this case.

This lack of nonlinear evolution can be explained by the difference in the impact of

uplift on the perturbations. In linear theory the small amplitude of ζ resulted from large

cancellations between the Higgs and radiation perturbations due to energy conservation and

the large impact of uplift. Nonlinearly the impact of uplift is much smaller, bounded by

the BSM modification, and so the Higgs energy density fluctuations after reheating are no

longer as dominated by the uplift contribution. In particular,

ρh(0
+, x⃗)− ρ̄h(0

+)

ρh(0
−, x⃗)− ρ̄h(0

−)
≪ δρh(0

+)

δρh(0
−)

∣∣∣∣
linear

, (4.88)
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where the right-hand side is in linear theory. Therefore the cancellation with radiation is

less dramatic than in linear theory. As discussed in §4.3.3, the cancellation and subsequent

decancellation are responsible for the linear theory oscillations and slow secular drift (4.77),

and therefore all these effects are suppressed in the nonlinear case. For the same reason, the

details of the split of the total energy density into Higgs and radiation pieces are also less

important for the nonlinear curvature. Our nonlinear results therefore essentially depend

only on energy conservation during reheating.

Finally, the fiducial BSM potential used to compute the results of Fig. 4.8 was constructed

according to the specifications of Ref. [92]: it uplifts the Standard Model potential somewhere

between hend and hrescue. We might wonder whether PBHs could be formed by optimizing

the position of the uplift so that it as close as possible to hrescue, maximizing the criticality

of the scenario.

The maximum position of ms will be just before hrescue. This leads to a maximum

curvature for this entire scenario of

Max[ζmax
BSM] =

V (hrescue)

12H2
end

. (4.89)

Using the approximate maximum rescueable field value (4.55) and λ = λSM ∼ −0.007, we

have

V (h
(1)
rescue) =

1

4
λSM

(
h
(1)
rescue

)4
= −0.012H2

end, (4.90)

which yields

ζmax
BSM ≃ −1.0× 10−3, (4.91)

which depends on H only through the logarithmic evolution of λSM evaluated at hrescue.

This estimate is in good agreement with the computation using the exact value of hrescue

which yields ζmax
BSM = −8.2× 10−4.

Therefore no matter the size of inflationary Higgs perturbations, the position of the
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Figure 4.10: The real-space post-inflationary curvature field ζ (red) produced by the nonlin-
ear transformation of the inflationary ζh (blue). Perturbations on small scales are suppressed
when they occur where the long-wavelength λL mode has saturated the curvature field, and
therefore CMB scale perturbations are larger than PBH scale perturbations fully nonlinearly
in this mechanism (see §4.3.4).

background Higgs, the SM or BSM nature of the Higgs potential, the position of the BSM

wall, or the Hubble rate, this mechanism does not produce perturbations large enough to

form PBHs in sufficient abundance to be the dark matter.

Moreover, the largest possible curvature perturbations produced by this model, Eq. (4.91),

are so small that the second-order gravitational waves predicted by Ref. [104] will be unde-

tectable with LISA.

We can also ask what happens to CMB scale fluctuations nonlinearly in this model. We

showed in §4.2 that during inflation ∆2
ζh
(kCMB) > ∆2

ζh
(kPBH). In Fig. 4.10, we show the

effect of the highly nonlinear local transformation of ζh to ζ shown for the BSM potential in

Fig. 4.8 on a cartoon realization of the curvature field on a constant Higgs density surface

during inflation.

For visualization purposes, we have generated two modes apart by a factor of only 20

in scale rather than the ∼ 35 e-folds which separate the CMB and PBH modes. We see
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that fluctuations on the long-wavelength scales cause a saturation of the short-wavelength

fluctuations, and therefore fully nonlinearly we have that perturbations are larger on long

wavelengths than on small wavelengths in this model as long as this is true of the inflationary

ζh itself. Therefore if the reheating scenario is changed somehow to achieve large PBH scale

fluctuations, the CMB scale fluctuations will still be larger than PBH modes unless the

functional form of the transformation shown in Fig. 4.8 is radically altered.

Beyond the specific motivation of PBH DM formation, we can now return to the question

of whether Higgs instability is compatible with the small curvature fluctuations observed in

the CMB.

For the SM Higgs, suppressing ζoutSM requires placing the background hend far from hrescue.

Specifically, since the typical CMB scale perturbation has |ζh| ∼ 5, hend should be moved

at least ∼ 5 e-folds backwards along its trajectory.

For the BSM potential, with the scalar mass set near hrescue to ensure that no regions

ever fall into the unrescuable region, there are two situations which are compatible with the

CMB and one which is not.

If hend does not approach hrescue, then we return to the linear theory, Standard Model

result, where Higgs fluctuations on CMB scales do not lead to large curvature fluctuations

since ρh/H2 decreases sharply in Fig. 4.5 and predicts ζ through Eq. (4.60).

Conversely, if the Higgs travels far down the unstable region early in inflation, the Higgs

becomes uniform in the potential well during inflation and thus leads to no curvature per-

turbations after inflation. In this region as well the Higgs instability is compatible with the

CMB.

It is only in the region of parameter space near our fiducial model, where the background

Higgs hend approaches but does not reach the minimum induced by the BSM massive scalar

near hrescue, that Higgs fluctuations on CMB scales can be converted to curvature fluctua-

tions which are large enough to disturb the CMB.
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To avoid this possibility completely, one should set the mass ms of the scalar field to

be slightly smaller than hrescue. In particular to achieve |ζ| ≲ 10−5, using Eq. (4.89) and

Eq. (4.91), one requires
ms

hrescue
≲
(

1

100

)1
4

≲ 1

3
. (4.92)

In summary, it is only a special class of Higgs criticality scenarios where the parameters

are arranged so that the regions of the universe fluctuate near the edge of rescuable instability

which would be testable in the CMB and even that class cannot form PBHs as the majority

of the dark matter, nor generate second-order gravitational waves at an amplitude detectable

with LISA.

4.4 Discussion

We have definitively shown that the dark matter is not composed exclusively of primordial

black holes produced by the collapse of density perturbations generated by a spectator Higgs

field during inflation.

While a spectator Higgs evolving on the unstable side of its potential can generate large

Higgs fluctuations on PBH scales, even larger Higgs fluctuations are produced on CMB

scales. This result is obtained using linear perturbation theory during inflation, which we

show holds even though the CMB modes cross the horizon at an epoch when the Higgs’ per

e-fold classical roll is smaller than its per e-fold stochastic motion, because the stochastic

motion is incoherent and does not backreact on the Higgs background.

Inflation ends well after all relevant modes have crossed the horizon, and when reheating

occurs the Higgs potential is uplifted by the interaction between the Higgs and the thermal

bath. If the Higgs is rescued from the unstable region by this thermal uplift then the Higgs

redshifts as, and eventually decays to, radiation. The CMB and PBH modes are superhorizon

at these epochs and evolve in the same way through these processes. Therefore if the Higgs
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fluctuations are converted into sufficiently large curvature perturbations such that enough

PBHs were produced to explain the dark matter, CMB constraints would necessarily be

violated.

In fact though, a sufficient abundance of PBHs is never produced and CMB constraints

are only violated in cases of near criticality. We first showed that this is true under the

assumption that linear theory holds through reheating, where we correct an error in local

energy conservation made in the literature.

We then showed that linear theory is violated because the model requires the Higgs to be

as close as possible to the maximum value beyond which it cannot be rescued at reheating.

This criticality condition leads typical perturbations to evolve nonlinearly, and using the

nonlinear δN formalism we also show that the Standard Model Higgs, regardless of fine-

tuning or anthropic arguments, can never produce enough PBHs to be the DM. Modifying

the Higgs potential at large field values can eliminate fine-tuning or anthropic issues, but

cannot enhance curvature perturbations significantly enough to explain the dark matter.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Primordial black holes are extreme objects that push inflationary theory to its limits. Over

the course of this thesis, we have endeavored to use the breaking points to understand the

more general principles that govern the physics of inflation.

To do so, we had to take a wide variety of theoretical approaches. We used the geometric

quantities of ADM to build an effective field theory for perturbations, and we solved equations

of motion using generalized slow-roll; We computed non-Gaussianities with in-in, and we

evolved regions nonlinearly using δN ; And we explored the arcane secrets of perturbation

theory in various gauges and reference frames.

Along the way we broached some fascinating topics, like the history of the Higgs in our

universe, while other ideas were touched on only briefly, like reheating, stochasticity, tensor

modes, and true multi-field effects. These, and further frontiers, are certainly worthy of more

detailed study.

Yet in the end, only observation can bring definitive answers in our quest to under-

stand inflation. Guided by theory, existing and upcoming experiments around the world are

searching for primordial non-Gaussianity, hunting for primordial black holes, and hoping to

catch inflationary gravitational waves. With these clues, or as yet unexpected ones, we will

uncover the birth of our universe.
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